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Chapter 1
Introduction
An important milestone in exploration of physical phenomena on the nanometer scale was
the invention of scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) in 1982 by G. Binig and H. Rohrer
[1]. Later the field of scanning probe microscopy (SPM) opened up a new horizon in this
exploration. Using atomic force microscopy (AFM),invented in 1986, [2], atomic resolution
has been achieved so far on a variety of surfaces [132, 101, 102, 103]. Non-contact atomic
force microscopy (NCAFM) [132] has become an established technique in nanoscience
which, unlike scanning tunneling microscopy, can resolve atomic-scale features even on
insulating samples. Typical atomic force microscopes are capable of measuring interaction
forces down to the piconewton range. A microfabricated cantilever with a sharp tip at its
end serves as a force sensor. Normal and lateral forces on the tip are measured as bending
and twisting of the cantilever.
In dynamic non-contact measurements, the cantilever is excited at its resonance frequency.
During the oscillations, the tip approaches the surface so that attractive forces dominate
the tip-sample interactions. The free oscillation frequency of the cantilever is influenced
by the tip-surface interaction resulting in a frequency shift. There are two ways to measure
this frequency shift. One is based on amplitude detection where the cantilever is excited
at a frequency close to the resonance frequency (AM-mode or tapping mode) [3]. If the
eigenfrequency is shifted due to the tip-sample interaction force gradient, the amplitude
is changing and can be used as a feedback parameter to scan over the surface. In the
frequency modulation mode (FM-mode) [4], the cantilever is excited at its eigenfrequency
and a feedback loop keeps the amplitude constant. The frequency shift, which arises due
to the tip-sample interaction, is typically used as a feedback parameter to control the
tip-sample distance while scanning.
The interaction forces between the tip and the surface can be separated into chemical
short-range forces with an interaction length of a fraction of nm and long range forces,
which extend up to 100 nm. The long range capillary forces can be neglected in the UHV.
The long range Van der Waals forces act between the mesoscopic tip end and the surface,
1
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while the long range electrostatic forces interact with the whole cantilever. Therefore,
the long range forces can be described as an interaction between macroscopic bodies. In
contrast, the short-range forces take place between very few atoms of the tip-apex and
the surface atoms. These forces provide information on the sample down to the atomic
scale. The fact that in AFM different parts of the tip and cantilever contribute differently
to the total force and thus feedback signal, respectively is in strong contrast to the STM,
where only the foremost atoms contribute to the tunneling current. The contribution of
the outermost tip atoms dominates the tunneling current due to the strong exponential
decay with the distance. On the other hand, the interplay of the different forces in AFM
complicates the interpretation of the topographic measurements. Due to this complicated
nature of the tip-sample interaction forces, it took a decade for atomic force microscopy
to mature into a true atomic scale tool.
Using atomic force microscopy, high-resolution images of DNA, proteins and polymers
have been obtained in air and liquids [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. True atomic resolution images of
several semiconductor and insulator surfaces [103, 10, 11] have also been reported. AFM
applications are not limited to the scanning of surface topography. The applicability
of AFM ranges from high-resolution imaging of biomolecules and polymers, large-scale
patterning of silicon surfaces to the study of friction in the nanometer scale and the
manipulation of single nanoparticles. Recent studies have proven that controlled manipulation of individual atoms is also possible using NCAFM [69]. These capabilities will, e.g.
enable quantitative studies of externally triggered conformational changes of individual
molecules assembled on various substrates.
Although both the long-range and the short-range forces act between the tip and the
sample surface, eventually only the shortrange forces are of interest due to their contribution of high-resolution in NCAFM and atom manipulation and so on. For this reason,
a good understanding of the tip-apex structures is indispensable to the scientists in the
field of scanning probe microscopy. Nowadays, this information is hardly obtained by
the experiments, only atomistic simulations are able to provide detailed insight into the
tip-apex structures and also the atomic relaxations processes induced by the tip-sample
interaction. However the problem is very complex indeed, the lack of experimental information leaves many variables unknown in a system presenting a very intricate energy
landscape. To tackle this problem we need efficient, fast but still accurate tools.
One theoretical approach to study the AFM experiments is to model it for a specific
purpose, e.g. one can describe qualitatively the frictional stick-slip tip lateral motion by
the Tomlinson model. Unfortunately modeling is feasible provided the model parameters are known from the experiments or the atomistic simulations. On the other hand,
many pieces of information can hardly be obtained by experiments, only atomistic simulations provide detailed insights. For example, atomistic simulations are currently the
only approach to investigate the nanometer scale tip-apex structures. However, the use
of atomistic simulation is also problematic since an accurate treatment of the particles
is computationally very expensive. Only the latest generation of computers have made

3
realistic atomistic simulations possible.
There are several different approaches, from classical approaches to quantum ones, which
can be used for the interaction between the particles, however, only some of them are both
efficient and accurate enough for a specific system to be used in an AFM simulation. For
example, force field methods are accurate enough for ionic systems in order to calculate
many quantities in an AFM simulation while they are not accurate enough for silicon systems. In this dissertation, recently developed methods such as P 3 S, P 3 D, and a new Si-H
tight-binding scheme are presented. These methods will be of great help for the atomistic
simulations of the atomic force microscopy. The Coulomb interaction is dominant in ionic
systems so that the accurate and efficient evaluation of Coulomb interactions is crucial for
the atomistic simulations of the ionic systems such as alkali halides, etc. The previously
used methods for calculating the Coulomb interaction are not suitable for the simulation
of isolated surfaces or surface interacting with AFM tips. These systems can properly
be investigated by having periodic boundary conditions in the two directions and free
boundary condition in the third one abbreviated to 2DP1DF. The P 3 D method does a
remarkable job, very efficiently and accurately and without restrictions, in the calculation
of the Coulomb interaction with 2DP1DF boundary conditions which is fully compatible
with the surface problems. This method is currently being used for potassium bromide
and sodium chloride systems, however, the results are not presented in this dissertation.
The Si-H tight-binding scheme used in this thesis is a generalization of the previously
introduced Si tight-binding scheme of T. Lenosky which is one of the most successful
tight-binding models for the treatment of Si atoms. The Si-H tight-binding scheme has
been used in several global optimization calculations for searching the low energy structures of constrained H-terminated Si clusters as model tips. The global optimization
technique used in our calculations is the minima hopping method. Several different constrained clusters with different sizes have been studied as well as a silicon cluster on the
reconstructed Si(001) 2 × 1 surface. These results are presented in the chapter three.
Atomic scale dissipation is of great interest in nanomechanics and atomic manipulation.
To investigate energy dissipation in the AFM experiments, we used some of the model
tips, presented in chapter three, in a number of atomic force microscopy simulations. The
novel energy dissipation mechanisms arising from an AFM tip are described in chapter
four. The use of more realistic model tips, such as those found in the global optimization
calculations, in atomic force microscopy simulations, is vital to reveal unknown processes
in an atomic force microscopy experiment.
Finally in the chapter five, we summarize the results of our investigations presented in
the chapters two,three and four.
In summary, the objective of the present work is to study atomic force microscopy by
means of atomistic simulations. To this aim, we developed efficient techniques which
enable us to perform a systematic search of Si possible tip-apex structures. This sheds
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some light on the atomic structure of the apexes of the Si tips used by the dynamic force
microscopy.

Chapter 2
Novel Computational Methods for
Calculating the Coulomb Interaction
Force field methods (also known as molecular mechanics) ignore the electronic degrees of
freedom and calculate the energy of a system as a function of the nuclear positions only.
Molecular mechanics is used to perform calculations on systems containing a significant
number of atoms. In some cases force fields can provide answers that are sufficiently
accurate or even comparable with the high-level quantum mechanical calculation, in a
fraction of the computer time. However, molecular mechanics cannot of course provide
properties that depend upon the electronic distribution in a molecule.
The fast and accurate calculation of Coulomb interaction is one of the most challenging
tasks in the simulations of charged particles in force field methods. This challenge arises
from the periodicity in one, two or three dimensions, usually required in simulations, as
well as the long range nature of Coulomb interaction. So far an enormous number of
methods has been developed for the four possible types of boundary conditions(BC). A
desired method should have properties such as (i) O(N ) complexity, (ii) the approximate
forces to be exact derivatives of the approximate energy, (iii) a large increase in accuracy at
the cost of a small increase in calculation time, (iv) easy to implement, (v) high capability
of parallelizability.
Two types of geometries are of interest in simulations of scanning probe microscopy
(SPM). One is the isolated system to simulate SPM tips as cluster models in stand-alone
mode. The other is the slablike geometry to simulate the sample alone or together with the
tip. Slablike geometry also appears in problems involving electrolyte solutions between
charged surfaces, proteins near charged membranes, thin films of ferrofluids, interfaces,
surfaces, tip-surface interaction in scanning probe microscopy simulations, Wigner crystals, charged films, membranes, etc. These systems can be well simulated by periodic BC
in two dimensions and finite(free) in the third, abbreviated as 2DP1DF. On the other
5
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hand the appropriate BC to simulate isolated molecules and clusters is the free BC in all
the three dimensions, abbreviated by 3DF.
In the following an overview of the different general approaches for calculating Coulomb
interaction is given briefly with their advantages and limitations.

Ewald-type Methods The famous Ewald sum does a remarkable job in splitting
the very slowly converging sum over the Coulomb potential into two sums, one in
the real space and the other in Fourier space, which both converge rapidly. Ewald
3
method can be optimized, for a given accuracy, from scaling O(N 2 ) to O(N 2 )
[12, 13] but only for the three dimensional periodic (3DP) BC. This complexity can
be improved by utilizing mesh-based Ewald-type methods leading to O(N log N )
scaling. Particle-Particle, Particle-Mesh(P 3 M ) and Particle Mesh Ewald(PME) are
well-known Ewald-type mesh-based methods which both scale O(N log N ), and the
P 3 M method is said to be faster [16]. Ewald-type mesh-based methods are among
the best methods (perhaps the best methods) for systems with 3DP BC. On the
contrary these methods have not been successful in other types of BCs such as
2DP1DF BC, etc. Although 3DP BC methods have been extensively used for the
other type of BCs by adding an empty region (gap) in the nonperiodic direction(s)
or sometimes in addition to the gap by adding correction term(s) to the potential to
decouple(compensate) the undesired interaction between images in the nonperiodic
direction(s). Unfortunately the imposition of artificial periodicity, which is naturally
added by Ewald-type methods in the wake of using Discrete Fourier Transform, may
lead to artifacts, e.g. in implicit solvent systems [18, 19]. A discussion of Ewald-type
methods, with further references can be found in Ref. [20].

Cutoff Methods These methods neglect the long range nature of the Coulomb
potential and, by this assumption, the sum over the Coulomb potential function
is elaborately truncated. This leads to a computationally favorable O(N ) scaling
as well as high capability of parallelization. One can readily apply these methods
to different types of BCs. Unfortunately the use of cutoff methods, however, has
been shown to introduce significant errors and artifacts in simulations [21, 22, 23,
24, 25, 26]. Truncation of the Coulomb potential is held responsible for the poor
reproduction of, for instance, dielectric properties or radial distribution function
[27, 28, 29, 30]. For a detailed investigation on this subject, see the references in
Ref. [31].

Convergence Factor Approaches In these methods, the Coulomb potential
function is modified to a new function which depends on a new parameter such that
this function converges to the Coulomb potential function as the new parameter goes
to a certain value, say zero. Lekner [32] developed a method based on a convergence
factor which efficiently sums up the Coulomb potential for a system with 3D periodic
BC. Later Sperb and co-workers [33] developed a method named MMM, competitive
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to FFT mesh-based Ewald-type methods for high accuracy. This method leads to
complexity of O(N log N ). In 2002, Arnold et al introduced a variation of MMM
5
satisfying 2DP1DF BC, called MMM2D [46] which scales O(N 3 ). And they also
developed MMM1D [53] for BC with periodicity in only one direction which scales
O(N 2 ). The outstanding advantage of these methods is that they offer an “a priori”
error estimate which is a user-friendly feature. Unfortunately they all are superior to
the other methods only for the high accuracy evaluation of the Coulomb interaction
that it is usually not required.

Hierarchical or Multipole Methods Multipole methods, which mainly consist of two types, i.e. Fast Multipole Methods(FMM) and Tree-Codes methods, are
based on the observation that distant charges may be grouped together and substitute by a single multipole expansion, leading to a substantial saving in the number
of interaction terms necessary to sum the potential or the forces. Since the multipole expansion is calculated in real space, the periodicity only enters through the
expansion coefficients. Therefore multipole methods are not restricted to an especial
kind of BC. Despite the fact that the fast multipole methods scale linearly, these
methods become competitive to the other methods only for particle numbers above
106 . The exact value depends on the particular BC and the required accuracy.

Methods for calculating long range Coulomb interaction have been compared in Refs. [14,
15, 16, 17]. In this chapter I present two novel methods which calculate the Coulomb
interaction efficiently and accurately, one for 3DF BC named Particle-Particle, ParticleScaling (P 3 S) and the other for 2DP1DF BC named Particle-Particle, Particle-Density
(P 3 D). These two methods intrinsically satisfy their corresponding BCs. Furthermore,
they have been implemented and tested successfully. I also show results obtained by these
two methods in this chapter.

2.1

Particle-Particle, Particle-Scaling Method

In this section we present our novel method to calculate Coulomb interaction for the 3DF
BC. The total electrostatic energy of N point charges in the 3DF BC is given by
N
1 X qi qj
E=
2 i,j=1 |ri − rj |
i6=j

As in the Ewald-type methods by adding and substracting the terms corresponding to the
electrostatic energy of collection of smooth charge densities ρi (r), centered at the particle
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positions ri , we get
E=

¸
Z Z
N ·
1X
ρi (r)ρj (r′ )
qi qj
′
−
drdr
2 i,j=1 |ri − rj |
|r − r′ |
i6=j

N Z Z
N Z Z
1X
1X
ρi (r)ρj (r′ )
ρi (r)ρi (r′ )
′
+
drdr
−
drdr′ .
2 i,j=1
|r − r′ |
2 i=1
|r − r′ |

(2.1)

Choosing ρi (r) to be Gaussian has several advantages from the numerical viewpoint.
¸
·
|r − ri |2
qi
(2.2)
ρi (r) =
3 exp −
α2
(α2 π) 2
Using the above smooth charge density yields
i
h
j|
N q q erfc |ri −r
√
X
i j
1
α 2
E=
2 i,j=1
|ri − rj |
i6=j

N
N Z Z
ρi (r)ρj (r′ )
1 X 2
1X
′
√
qi
drdr
−
+
2 i,j=1
|r − r′ |
α 2π i=1

(2.3)

The calculation of the third term is trivial. The calculation of the first term which in
fact is short range can be performed O(N ), if one utilizes a modified linked cell list as
explained in Ref. [34]. The calculation of the long range part in the Eq. (2.3), the second
term, is the main challenge in Ewald-type methods. In our new method we calculate the
long range energy using interpolating scaling functions. Unlike the calculation in Fourier
space, there is no imposition of periodic BC on the system while expanding the smooth
charge density in terms of interpolating scaling function.
X
ρ(r) ≈ ρ̃(r) =
ρi φi (r),
i := (i1 , i2 , i3 )
(2.4)
i

φi (r) = φ(x/h − i1 ) φ(y/h − i2 ) φ(z/h − i3 )

(2.5)

It was suggested in Ref. [35] to take the interpolating scaling functions [36] of high order(up
to 100) as the basis functions φ(x). The scaling function of order N interpolates the
polynomials of order N exactly and is reasonably localized. Therefore, it can interpolate
a Gaussian very well. On the other hand, since the interpolating scaling functions form
a cardinal1 basis set corresponding to an equidistantly spaced grid, the coefficients in
Eq. (2.4) are obtained by
ρi = ρ(ih)
(2.6)
1

A simple explanation of cardinal basis set is as following: assuming a set of functions corresponding
to a grid, each function has zero value at all grid points except one particular grid point which that
function belongs to.
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The potential that arises from the approximate charge distribution ρ̃(r) is given by
Z
ρ̃(r′ )
dr′
(2.7)
V (r) =
′
|r − r |
At a grid point i, this potential has the form

Vi := V (ih) = h2

X

Kj−i ρj

(2.8)

j

Kj :=

Z

φj (r)
dr
|r|

(2.9)

K is the kernel calculated as in Ref. [35]. The long range energy is calculated as,

Elong

h3 X
h5 X
≈
ρi Vi =
ρi ρj Ki−j
2 i
2 ij

(2.10)

The latter sum is a convolution that can be calculated via FFT techniques. The energy
is a product of FFT transform of ρi squared times the FFT transform of Ki , times a
constant. The kernel is calculated only once at the beginning of a calculation. Thus
after the kernel is calculated, FFT routines are needed to calculated the energy and it
also follows that the use of high order interpolating scaling functions only increases the
calculation time of the kernel not the calculation time of the potential energy and the
forces.

2.2

The Results of the P 3S Method

To evaluate the accuracy and the performance of the P 3 S method we have applied it to a
test system of N particles with charges ±1 with coordinates moved randomly from a rock
salt crystalline position. In Fig. 2.1, the CPU time versus relative mean square (MSQ)
force error ,for different number of atoms, obtained from the Pareto frontiers optimization
is given for the test system. A point is on the Pareto frontier if there is no other point
which has both smaller CPU time and a smaller ratio of the rms force error to the norm
of forces,
sP

N
exact 2
)
i=1 (Fi − Fi
,
PN
exact 2
)
i=1 (Fi

(2.11)
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It can be seen from Fig. 2.1 that high accuracy can be achieved for various number of
atoms. In contrast to the other methods such as the Fast Multiple Method, the P 3 S
method has the following advantage, which is of importance both in molecular dynamics
simulations and minimization schemes: the approximate energy is conserved, in other
words the approximate forces are the exact analytical derivative of the approximate energy.
This ensures energy conservation during an MD run. To illustrate this, we made an
MD simulation of a rock salt crystal formed by 1000 Na and Cl atoms. The particle
positions and velocities are updated by the velocity Verlet algorithm. To get physically
reasonable results, we made the particles interact through the Born-Mayer-Huggins-FumiTosi (BMHFT) rigid-ion potential[37] that has bonding terms in addition to the Coulombic
force. At first we let the system equilibrate for 300 oscillation periods. We then monitored
the potential and the total energy for another 100 periods using the exact direct all-pair
summation algorithm. Then the last 100 periods were repeated using our P3S algorithm.
On Figs. 2.2 and 2.3, the absolute values of deviations of the potential and the total
energy from their mean values are plotted. The ratio of the mean square deviation of the
total energy to that of the potential one is found to be 1.4 × 10−3 .
10
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Figure 2.1: The Pareto frontiers for the crystal system.
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Figure 2.2: The potential energy fluctuations with the P3S method.
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Figure 2.3: The total energy fluctuations with the P3S method.
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Particle-Particle, Particle-Density Method

Simulations of systems with slab-like geometries are of great importance. Problems involving surfaces, interfaces, tip-surface interaction in scanning probe microscopy simulations,
electrolytes trapped between two plates, thin films of ferrofluids, etc. all fall into this category. Calculating the Coulomb interaction in such settings is a major challenge. With
free boundary conditions (i.e. the potential tends to zero at infinity) the scaling of the
trivial direct summation is O(N 2 ) where N is the number of particles. In the case of 2D
periodic and 1D free (2DP1DF) boundary conditions (BC) the situation is even worse.
In principle one would then have to include into the summation the interactions with all
the periodic images in the two periodic directions.
Algorithms such as Ewald-based methods [38], fast multipole methods (FMM)[39], P3 M
method[40], and convergence factor approaches[32, 41, 33] have therefore been generalized
to 2DP1DF problems. Handling different types of BC in the FMM[42] is straightforward.
In addition FMM methods have the ideal linear scaling. Unfortunately the prefactors in
FFM methods are typically large and so FMM methods are in many cases only faster
than the other methods for N > 106 , where N is the number of particles. Another
drawback of FMM that is important in molecular dynamics is that the approximate
FMM forces are not exact analytical derivatives of the approximate energy. For example,
in a molecular dynamics simulation in which FMM is used to calculate the electrostatic
energy, a discontinuity occurs whenever an atom crosses cell boundaries. Therefore the
energy is not conserved during the molecular dynamics simulation. Highly accurate energy
conservation is therefore impossible to achieve.
Ewald methods for the 2DP1DF boundary conditions, called EW2D, have been developed
Refs. [43, 44, 45]. A comparison of three versions of the EW2D methods can be found
in Ref. [15]. Unfortunately, the practical use of the EW2D sum is hampered by the
occurrence of a reciprocal space term. The resulting Fourier space sum does not allow
for a product decomposition as it is done in the 3DP Ewald methods and therefore the
method has a scaling of O(N 2 ). In 2002 Arnold and Holm developed MMM2D[46] (MMM
with 2DP1DF BC), which is found to be the best in terms of accuracy. Another advantage
5
of this method is that it has “a priori” error estimates. However, because of its O(N 3 )
scaling it is only suitable for a small number of atoms.
A rather simple approach is to use the standard 3DP Ewald method (EW3D) also for
2DP1DF boundary conditions. Spohr showed that the regular EW3D method almost
reproduces the EW2D results[47], provided that the box length in the non-periodic direction is about five times larger than those in the periodic directions, i.e. that there is
empty space of sufficient thickness in the basic periodic box to dampen out the inter-slab
interactions. There are also methods with correction terms to make the 3D periodical
scheme applicable to the 2DP1DF systems and resolve the problem of slow convergence
with respect to the thickness, so that a medium size gap(empty space) is enough. The
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EW3DC[48, 49] method consists of a modification of EW3D to account for the slab geometry and addition of a correction term to remove the forces due to the net dipole of the periodically repeated slabs. Methods with layer correction terms to eliminate the inter-slab
interaction, in addition to the correction term responsible for net dipole, have been mixed
with the mesh-based methods, thus achieving almost linear scaling e.g. EW3DLC[50, 51],
P3 MLC[50, 51]. The main drawback of these methods is that the errors in the forces
on the particles near to the surfaces are larger than in the middle. Although the error
becomes negligible by choosing proper values for the empty space[52], this reduces the
efficiency of the method. An interesting feature of EW3DLC is that there is an “a priori”
error estimate for the layer correction term.
In this section I present a method which fills the gap of absence of an efficient method
for medium size systems having 102 − 106 particles. Because our method is not based
on a modification of a fully periodic method, no replication is needed in the non-periodic
direction, leading to smaller memory and CPU requirements. In contrast to some others,
our method does not impose any restriction on the distribution of particles in the nonperiodic direction.

2.3.1

Coulomb interaction for systems with periodic boundary
conditions in two dimensions and free in the other one

Despite the fact that the calculation of the Coulomb interaction with 2DP1DF BC is
of great importance due to its numerous applications in the surface science, there are
not many successful methods to handle such problems and three dimensional periodic
methods have been mostly used by including an empty space in the nonperiodic direction
together with appropriate correction terms. In this section I present a novel method which
intrinsically preserves 2DP1DF BC and scales N log N , in addition, the error in forces is
uniformly distributed through out the simulation box. Although we have not parallelized
our code yet, the parallelizability of this method would have similar limitations as other
FFT based methods.
Consider a system of N particles with charges qi at positions ri in an overall neutral and
rectangular simulation box of dimensions Lx , Ly and Lz . The Coulomb potential energy
of this system with periodic boundary condition in two directions and free boundary
condition in the third direction (let us say in the z direction) can be written as
′

N

1 X X qi qj
E=
2 n i,j=1 |rij + n|

(2.12)

where rij = ri − rj and n = (nx Lx , ny Ly , 0), with nx , ny being integers. The prime on the
outer sum denotes that for n = 0 the term i = j has to be omitted.
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In the Ewald-type methods the above very slowly converging sum over the Coulomb
potential function is split into two sums which converge exponentially fast, one in the
real space and the other in the Fourier space. This splitting can be done by adding
and subtracting a term corresponding to the electrostatic energy of a system of smooth
spherical charge densities, ρi (r), centered on the particle positions:
¸
ZZ
′
N ·
1XX
ρi (r)ρj (r′ + n)
qi qj
′
E =
−
drdr
2 n i,j=1 |rij + n|
|r − r′ |
N ZZ
1XX
ρi (r)ρj (r′ + n)
+
drdr′
2 n i,j=1
|r − r′ |
N ZZ
ρi (r)ρi (r′ )
1X
drdr′
−
2 i=1
|r − r′ |

(2.13)

The aim of the last term is to subtract the self energy for n = 0 and i = j which is
included in the second term.
Even though Ewald-type methods allow for any choice of ρi (r), it was noted in Refs. [16,
34] that Gaussians are virtually optimal in practice. By choosing ρi (r) to be a Gaussian
function
¸
·
qi
|r − ri |2
ρi (r) =
(2.14)
exp −
3
α2
(α2 π) 2
the first and the third terms in the Eq. (2.13) can be rewritten as follows [16]:
h
i
+n|
′ X
N q q erfc |rij√
X
i j
1
α 2
+
E=
2 n i,j=1
|rij + n|
N ZZ
1XX
ρi (r)ρj (r′ + n)
+
drdr′
2 n i,j=1
|r − r′ |
N
1 X 2
− √
qi
α 2π i=1

(2.15)

Obviously, the calculation of the third term is trivial. Since the interaction in the first
term is decaying exponentially it can be made of finite range by introducing a cut-off.
The error resulting from the cut-off is then also exponentially small and the short range
term can be calculated with linear scaling. We have calculated the short range part and
also the contribution of the forces from the long range part as described in Ref. [34].
The major difficulty is the calculation of the second term. A method to solve the Poisson’s
equation under 2DP1DF boundary conditions has recently been put forward by L. Genovese and coworkers [54]. Our approach is similar. As in Ref. [54] we use plane waves [55]
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to represent the charge density in the periodic directions. Whereas Genovese et al used
scaling functions as the basis in the non-periodic direction, we use finite elements for that
purpose. Scaling functions are presumably the optimal choice in the context of electronic
structure calculations where the charge density is given on a numerical grid. In our case
the charge distribution is a sum over smooth Gaussians that can easily be represented
by our mixed basis set of plane waves and finite elements. As will be seen we can avoid
storing any kernel if we solve a differential equation along the z-axis instead of solving
an integral equation. We use a family of finite elements that allows to solve the linear
system of equations resulting from the differential equation very efficiently.

2.3.2

Calculating the long range part

The second term in Eq. (2.15), can be written as

Elong

1
=
2

Z

ρ(N ) (r)V (r)dr

(2.16)

ℜ3

where
ρ

(N )

(r) :=

N
X

ρi (r)

(2.17a)

i=1

ρ(r′ )
dr′
′
ℜ3 |r − r |
N
XX
ρ(r) :=
ρj (r + n)

V (r) :=

Z

n

(2.17b)
(2.17c)

j=1

We consider a system with a charge density that is only localized in the non-periodic
direction, in our notation z; ρ(x, y, z) = 0 ∀(x, y, z) ∈ ℜ3 | z ∈
/ [zl , zu ]. We define the cell
containing the continuous charge density as:
V := [0, Lx ] ⊗ [0, Ly ] ⊗ [zl , zu ]
In our case the length of V in z direction zu − zl is Lz plus twice the cut-off for Gaussians.
Since ρ(r) is periodic in x and y direction, V (r) is periodic too, so we can rewrite Eq. (2.16)
as:
Z
1
Elong =
ρ(r)V (r)dr
(2.18)
2 V
and V (r) can be calculated in an alternative way to Eq. (2.17b). It can be considered as
the solution of Poisson’s equation with 2DP1DF BC:
∇2 V (r) = −4πρ(r)

(2.19)
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In order to calculate the contribution of the forces resulting from the long range part, the
following equation is used.
(long)
Fi

1
=
2

Z

V

ζi (r)V (r)dr ≈

1 X (i)
ζ Vklm
2 klm klm

(2.20)

where ζi (r) is the gradient of Gaussian charge distribution with respect to particle position
ri , more details can be found in Ref. [34]. The charge density and the potential are periodic
in x and y directions. Hence we can write the potential and the charge density in terms
of Fourier series:
¸
·
∞
X
kx ly
V (x, y, z) =
+
)
(2.21a)
ckl (z) exp 2iπ(
Lx
Ly
k,l=−∞
·
¸
∞
X
ηkl (z)
kx ly
ρ(x, y, z) =
exp 2iπ(
+
)
(2.21b)
−4π
Lx
Ly
k,l=−∞
Inserting Eqs. (2.21a) and (2.21b) in Eq. (2.19) yields:
³ 2
´
d
2
−
g
kl ckl (z) = ηkl (z)
dz 2
gkl := 2π

ηkl (z) =

−4π
Lx Ly

Z

s

k2
l2
+
L2x L2y

Lx

Z

(2.22)

Ly

ρ(x, y, z)
¸
·
kx ly
+
) dxdy
× exp −2iπ(
Lx
Ly
0

0

(2.23)

To solve the differential equation (2.22) one needs to have boundary conditions at z → ±∞
for ckl (z). The potential obtained by solving Poisson’s equation should be the same as the
one in Eq. (2.17b). Hence we derive the boundary condition in the non-periodic direction
from Eq. (2.17b). Considering the fact that the charge density is supposed to be limited
in the non-periodic direction. We search for the boundary condition at z → ±∞ yields
1
′
|r − r′ | =
6 0. By performing the Taylor expansion of |r−r
′ | about z = 0 in the integral
expression of Eq. (2.17b) for the exact potential V (x, y, z) arising from our periodic charge
distribution ρ(r)
zu

∞

∞

1
|r − r′ |
−∞ −∞
zl
·
¸
∞
X
kx′ ly ′
ηkl (z ′ )
exp 2πi(
+
)
×
−4π
L
L
x
y
k,l=−∞

V (x, y, z) =

Z

Z

Z

dx′ dy ′ dz ′

(2.24)
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one can show that V (x, y, z → ±∞) = ∓β where β is proportional to the dipole moment
of the charge distribution along the z direction
1
β=
2

Z

zu

η00 (z ′ )z ′ dz ′

(2.25)

zl

For the Gaussian charge distributions given by Eq. (2.14) the above integral can be calculated analytically and β is calculated exactly.
N
−2π X
β=
qi zi
Lx Ly i=1

(2.26)

This boundary condition for the potential gives the following conditions for the g’s.
2

d
We solve this differential equation with bound• g = g00 = 0 ⇒ dz
2 c00 (z) = η00 (z)
ary condition c00 (z → ±∞) = ∓β

³

´
d2
2
• g = gkl 6= 0 ⇒ dz
ckl (z) = ηkl (z) For all of these differential equations we
2 − gkl
have to impose BC of the form ckl (z → ±∞) = 0.
The solution for c00 (z) is a linear function outside the interval [zl , zu ]. Since the boundary
conditions are applied at infinity the linear term has to vanish and one has to satisfy
Dirichlet BC for c00 , namely c00 (zu ) = −β and c00 (zl ) = β. For |k| + |l| > 0, ckl (z)
will have Robin BC as explained below. The potential is thus not modified if one takes
for instance a computational box that is thicker in the z direction than necessary. The
thinnest possible box is the one that just includes the region where the charge is nonzero.
For z ∈ (−∞, zl ] we have ηkl (z) = 0, thus
c(z) = c(zl )egkl (z−zl )

(2.27)

Both c(z) and its derivative must be continuous. So performing left differentiation at zl
we get:
c′ (zl ) − gkl c(zl ) = 0
(2.28)
With a similar procedure we obtain the BC at zu :
c′ (zu ) + gkl c(zu ) = 0

(2.29)

These BCs are in agreement with the BCs resulting from the Green functions in Ref. [54].
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Solving the ordinary differential equation using the finite
element method

We recapitulate the procedure of solving the differential equation for the case |k| + |l| > 0,
i.e. gkl 6= 0, using the finite element method. For the case k = l = 0 the approach is
similar, with the only difference that the Dirichlet BC are used. The case k = l = 0 can
be found in many manuscripts and textbooks on the finite element method e.g. Ref. [56].
In particular our notation follows Ref. [56]. Discretizing the differential equation with
the mentioned Robin BCs using the finite element method leads to a system of linear
equations. The resulting matrix is a banded matrix for which the system of equations can
be solved efficiently if high-order hierarchical piecewise polynomials are used as a basis
and if the degrees of freedom are decimated. More precisely, we expand the function
in terms of linear functions as well as high-order polynomials, but we do not calculate
the expansion coefficients of the high-order polynomials. To do this, the original system
of equations is modified to decimate the degrees of freedom only to those of associated
with the linear basis functions. This procedure leads to a linear system of equations with
tridiagonal matrix. The employed hierarchical finite element basis set leads to algebraic
systems that are less susceptible to round-off error accumulation at high order than those
produced by a Lagrange basis [57]. We use linear hat functions as the linear hierarchical
basis. For higher order bases we exploit the method of Szabó and Babuška [58] which
relies on Legendre polynomials. In Appendix A we discuss in detail the expansion of c(z)
in terms of the hat functions and the higher order hierarchical piecewise polynomials on
the interval [zi−1 , zi ]:
c(z) ≈ ci−1 N−1 (ξi ) + ci N1 (ξi ) +

p
X

ci,j Nj (ξi ) ,

(2.30)

j=2

where ξi = 2(z − zi )/h + 1; h = zi − zi−1 and the functions Ni (ξ) in the interval [−1, 1]
are given by
1−ξ
1+ξ
N1 (ξ) =
2
r2
Z ξ
2i − 1
Ni (ξ) =
Pi−1 (ξ ′ )dξ ′ , i ≥ 2
2
−1

N−1 (ξ) =

(2.31a)
(2.31b)

where Pi (ξ) are Legendre polynomials. These hierarchical bases have useful orthogonality properties that lead to sparse and well-conditioned stiffness matrices. Defining the
operator L
L[c] := c′′ (z) − g 2 c(z)
(2.32)
we can write our differential equation (2.22) as
L[c] = η(z)

2.4. Numerical Results
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with boundary conditions
c′ (zl ) − gc(zl ) = 0
c′ (zu ) + gc(zu ) = 0

½

(2.33)

The method of weighted residuals is used to construct a variational integral formulation
of Eq. (2.32) by multiplying with a test function d(z) and integrating over [zl , zu ]:
(d, L[c] − η) = 0 ∀d ∈ H 1 (zl , zu )

(2.34)

where H 1 is the Sobolev space. Sobolev spaces are sets of functions which all have a
certain degree of smoothness. We have introduced the L2 inner product
Z zu
(d, c) :=
d(z)c(z)dz
(2.35)
zl

Performing the integration by parts in Eq. (2.34) and applying Robin BCs given in
Eq. (2.33) gives
A(d, c) = (d, η) + gd(zl )c(zl ) + gd(zu )c(zu )
(2.36)
where
A(d, c) :=

Z

zu

zl

£

¤
−d′ (z)c′ (z) − g 2 d(z)c(z) dz

(2.37)

Using the Galerkin approach and exploiting the decimation scheme, we can construct a
system of linear equations B~c = ~b where the elements of the vector ~c are the values of
c(z) at grid points. The detailed structure of this linear system of equations is given in
the Appendix A.
In practice we put the charge density, the collection of the Gaussian charge distributions,
on a uniform mesh nx × ny × nz and by performing nz two-dimensional FFT we obtain
ηkl (z) on the grid points. The calculation time of this part scales as nx ny nz log(nx ny ),
the inverse of this part, i.e. to calculate potential function from ckl (z) scales the same
way. To calculate ckl (z) from ηkl (z) we solve nx ny systems of linear equations such that
their corresponding matrix is tridiagonal. This part can be solved with a small prefactor
and a complexity O(nx ny nz ). Thus the method scales overall as Ng log(Ng ) where Ng =
n x × ny × n z .

2.4

Numerical Results

In this section we present numerical results obtained with our Poisson solver for continuous
charge densities with 2DP1DF BC in stand alone mode and with our Ewald-like method
for point particles interacting by Coulombic potential with 2DP1DF BC. We also show
numerical evidence for the conservation of energy in a molecular dynamics simulation of
a system composed of sodium chloride atoms.
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Numerical results for the Poisson solver

Our method has an algebraic convergence rate in the non-periodic direction and a faster
exponential convergence rate in the periodic directions, due to the finite element polynomial basis and to the plane wave representation, respectively. In Fig. 2.4 we show the
convergence rate in the non-periodic direction with 7-th order finite elements (p=7 in
Eq. (2.30)). For our test, the starting point was the potential rather than the charge density, since the charge density can be obtained analytically from the potential by simple dif2
ferentiation. Our test potential had the form V (r) = sin(a sin( 2πx
)) sin(b sin( 2πy
)) exp(− zc2 ).
Lx
Ly
This test potential has many frequencies in the periodic potential, thus it is a good potential for testing our implementation.
0.001

RMS of relative error of the potential

1e-04
1e-05
1e-06
1e-07
1e-08
1e-09
1e-10
1e-11
1e-12
1e-13
1e-14
0.1

0.2
0.32 0.4
grid spacing in the non-periodic direction

0.8

Figure 2.4: rms of relative error for the potential given in Sec. 2.4.1 with a = 10, b = 10, c = 1, Lx =
Ly = 1. On this double logarithmic plot the curve has an asymptotic slope of 14 and machine precision
can be reached.
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2.4.2

Numerical results for point particles

In this section we give the numerical results of our implementation of the presented
method for point particles. Since MMM2D is known to be highly accurate we use it as
reference for comparison. First we want to demonstrate that errors along the non-periodic
direction are uniformly distributed, unlike in 3D periodic methods with correction terms
[49, 50, 51]. To this aim 100 particles were put randomly in a unit cubic cell and the
program was run 100 times each time with different random positions. Results for the
relative error of the forces exerted on each particle are plotted in Fig. 2.5.
In Fig. 2.6 we show that the theoretical scaling O(N log(N )) can be achieved in practice.
The crossover with respect to MMM2D for a moderate accuracy of 10−4 in RMS relative
error of the forces occurs for less than 20 particles. Both programs were run on an AMD
Opteron 2400 MHz. The order of the finite elements is a parameter that can be optimized
to obtain the smallest possible CPU time for a fixed accuracy. For high accuracies higher
orders are recommended. The CPU time for the calculation of the forces dominates over
the time needed to calculate the energy.

relative error in force norm of each particle
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1e-07

1e-08

1e-09

1e-10
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0.1

0.2
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0.7

0.8

0.9

1

Figure 2.5: Relative error distribution of the force norm on each particle along the z-axis for 100 systems
with 100 randomly distributed particles.
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Figure 2.6: CPU time of one time evaluation of the forces on particles and the potential energy with our
method (solid curve) and the MMM2D method (dashed curve).

2.4.3

Energy conservation

Ensuring energy conservation is of great importance in molecular dynamics simulations.
In order to test energy conservation in a real simulation, we performed a very long (8
nano seconds) molecular dynamics simulation of a sodium chloride system containing
1000 particles. The velocity Verlet algorithm with a time step of 50 atomic units is
used to update the particle positions and the velocities. The short range interactions
were obtained from the Born-Mayer-Huggins-Fumi-Tosi (BMHFT) [37] rigid-ion potential,
with the parameters of Ref. [59]. The shortest oscillation period was of the order of 3000
atomic units, i.e. 60 molecular dynamics steps. After equilibration for 1×106 steps, 7×106
steps were performed during which the total energy and potential energy were monitored.
The fluctuation of the total energy, shown in Fig. 2.7, has an oscillation amplitude of
about 2.5 × 10−5 , while the amplitude of the potential energy oscillation was 3 orders of
magnitude larger. The total energy was conserved very well thus.

2.4.4

The optimal method parameters

Since the short range part is similar to the known Ewald-type methods, details concerning
error resulting from cutting-off the summation in real space can be found in Ref. [60]. But
handling the error resulting from the long range part is nontrivial because the long range
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Figure 2.7: The total energy fluctuations calculated with our method.

part is solved by a method which is a mixture of plane wave and finite elements. In
addition, the order of the polynomial for the finite elements, plays an important role in
connection with both accuracy and efficiency. This fact makes the choice of the method
parameters an intricate task. To overcome this problem, we performed a large number
of runs for a Sodium Chloride crystalline system including 1000 atoms, each run with a
different set of parameters. The optimal parameters were obtained from a Pareto frontier
optimization.
In order to have an error estimate, we use the rms force error defined in Eq. 2.11 where
Fexact
is approximated by Fi obtained from the MMM2D method or our method with
i
a set of parameters resulting to a very highly accurate forces and energy. All runs to
determine the optimal method parameters were performed on a Intel(R) Pentium(R) 4
CPU 3.00GHz. A set of optimal method parameters for a wide range of preset accuracy
are given in the Table 2.1. The parameter values given in Table 2.1 are optimal for the
Sodium Chloride systems and also rough values for other rocksalt crystals. In fact, the
parameters in Table 2.1 can be used for all alkali halide systems by scaling the parameters
with the ratio of lattice constants. Test simulations are recommended for systems which
have different crystalline structures.
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Table 2.1: The optimal method parameters obtained by the Pareto frontier
optimization. All parameters hxy ,hz ,xmax ,rcut ,α are given in Angstrom while
the bulk nearest-neighbor distance for Sodium Chloride is 2.8 Angstrom. The
degree of the polynomial for the finite element is seven for all the runs.

rel. err.a
10−2
10−3
10−4
10−5
10−6
10−7
10−8
10−9
10−10
a
b
c
d
e
f

2.5

hxy b
1.55
1.75
1.55
1.40
1.27
1.27
1.07
0.87
0.93

hz c
2.33
1.86
1.64
1.40
1.33
0.90
0.70
0.65
0.56

xmax d
4.0
5.0
7.0
8.0
7.5
7.0
7.9
8.7
8.7

rcut e
5.00
9.00
10.0
11.0
12.0
13.7
13.7
13.7
14.0

αf
2.10
2.20
2.10
2.10
2.20
2.15
2.10
2.00
1.95

time (s)
0.012
0.028
0.040
0.052
0.068
0.092
0.120
0.148
0.172

ratio of rms force error to the norm of forces.
grid spacing in the periodic directions.
grid spacing in the nonperiodic direction.
cutoff radius of the Gaussian charge distribution.
cutoff radius of the real space term.
Ewald splitting parameter.

Conclusion

In this chapter I presented and validated two methods for calculating Coulomb interaction, one suitable for 3D isolated systems and the other for systems with a 2D slablike
geometry. Both methods have several advantages of which two are common: Both P 3 S
and P 3 D methods intrinsically preserve the corresponding boundary conditions and they
both can also achieve high precision. It is shown that forces obtained by P 3 S are analytical derivatives of the energy. Energy is thus conserved. The new P 3 D method solves
Poisson’s equation for smooth charge densities with periodic boundary conditions in two
directions and finite in the third one. The method is based on plane wave representation
in the periodic directions and finite elements in the non-periodic direction. It is very
efficient for smooth charge densities and does not require much memory. The resulting
error distribution is uniform over the entire simulation cell. Based on this method we can
calculate the electrostatic energy and forces on particles interacting by Coulombic potential with high accuracy and a N log(N ) scaling. The method satisfies intrinsically and
without any approximations the boundary conditions appropriate for surface problems.
It is best suited for a moderate number of particles between 102 − 106 , and is expected to
be suitable for an efficient parallelization since the time dominating parts are only loosely
coupled.

Chapter 3
Candidates for Silicon Tip Structures
During the past few decades Scanning Probe Microscopy (SPM) and particularly Scanning Force Microscopy (SFM) have been used as powerful tools to investigate surface
structures, nanotribology, etc., on a nano meter scale. An essential part of these tools
is the tip. Even though considerable information about the macroscopic tip shape is
known, so far little is known about the microscopic tip shape, namely tip-apex structure.
In experiments, the macroscopic tip shape is determined by the tip preparation. It is
thus controllable to some extent. On the other hand, the tip-apex atomic structure is
mainly determined by the energy landscape of the tip-apex atoms. This means that the
tip-apex structure may be uncontrollable during the experimental measurement times.
The tip-apex atoms tend to relax into the nearest low energy state. Another factor which
affects the tip-apex structure, as it is typically noted by experimentalists, is the change
of the tip-apex structure due to the interaction of the tip-apex and the sample. This
is also weakly controllable and it is somehow implicitly related to the energy landscape
of the tip-apex atoms. The ability to image, manipulate and chemically identify single
atoms on semiconductor surfaces is ultimately determined by the tip-apex structure and
its composition. The short-range interaction between the tip-apex and the sample is
responsible for the image atomic-scale contrast in noncontact Atomic Force Microscopy
(nc-AFM). Thus understanding the tip-apex structure can help scientists to elucidate the
details of the short range interaction. The experimental tip preparation is one of the
most delicate steps. There are some rules of thumb which are more or less followed in
most experiments. The tips, mostly made from silicon and exposing oxidized surfaces,
are usually annealed and cleaned by ion sputtering. After this procedure, some tips can
yield atomic resolution but more often several scans over a surface region are required
to get atomic contrast. In some cases even a gentle indentation is needed. During the
scan or the indentation process the tip can strongly interact with the sample producing a
transfer of atoms between the surface and the apex. The tip-surface interaction can also
modify the atomic structure of the tip, thus generating an atomic protrusion without any
atom transfer between the tip and the surface. Experimental advances in Dynamic Force
25
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Spectroscopy (DFS) have allowed to obtain a reproducible and accurate experimental determination of the tip-sample interaction as a fraction of distance first at low temperature
and recently at room temperature [62, 63]. Thanks to this detailed description, recent
investigations, for example Ref. [67], have shown that topographic images and dissipation
signals are very sensitive to the tip-apex structure. In the process of searching for likely
tip-apex structures of model tips, two aspects should be taken into account: (a) the intrinsic stability of atomically sharp tips, i.e. can these tips be a result of the sputtering
and annealing processes and can they be stable over relevant measurement times; and (b)
the sharpening and contamination processes due to the tip-surface interaction. Nowadays,
such information is difficult to obtain from experiment alone, but atomistic simulations
can provide detailed insight into the tip-apex structures and atomic relaxation processes
induced by tip-sample interactions. However the problem is very complex: the paucity of
experimental information leaves many variables unknown in a system presenting an intricate energy landscape. To tackle this problem we need efficient, fast but still accurate
tools.
Silicon tips are widely used in SFM experiments, especially in dynamic mode of Atomic
Force Microscopy (AFM). True AFM uses the force acting between a sharp tip-apex and
surface atoms as a probe. In the case of silicon tips and silicon surfaces this force is due to
the formation of chemical covalent bonding between the apex atom of the probe tip and
the surface atoms [130]. Such a bond begins to form at a very proximate apex-surface
distance (< 5 Å) [66, 68].
In Ref. [94], small Si model tips containing 7, 10, and 13 Si atoms were used to investigate
atomic-scale sharpening of silicon tips in noncontact atomic force microscopy. In that
work, a mechanism for the sharpening of an initially blunt tip, by means of an irrevesible
structural change, is illustrated. Three small model tips, denoted as H3, T4 and dimerlike, have been used extensively by Perez and coworkers for different goals, namely (i)
explaining the dissipation in the dynamic force microscopy [67], these results can describe
the dissipation mechanisms only qualitatively and merely the mechanisms which are not
associated with the intricacy of the energy landscape, (ii) postulating that the covalent
chemical bonding between a dangling bond at the tip apex and the nearest surface atom
is responsible for atomic resolution [66, 68], (iii) the chemical identification of individual
surface atoms [65].
These small tip-apexes provide a useful description of the tip-surface chemical interaction but many other important properties and observations need√larger√model tips to be
explored. For example, DFS experiments over the Sn/Si(111)-( 3 × 3) surface show
significant variations of the shape of the short range (SR) force curves measured over the
same (or similar) surface ad-atom with respect to the tips used[64, 65]. The variations
indicate diverse elastic responses of the tip apexes under the applied forces. Simulations
performed with the small tip apexes reproduce and explain the basic features of SR force
curves. However, they do not show the larger varieties observed in experiments. This discrepancy is mostly due to the restricted size of the nanoasperities used in the simulations.
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The atomic layers which constitute the last few nanometers of the tip (not included in
the small tip apexes), besides determining the position of the last apex atoms, control
the mechanical response of the tip to the applied force. Notice that these mechanical
properties also play an important role in the atomic manipulations taking place in the
repulsive regime [70].
The radius of commercial silicon tips ranges from approximately 10 nm to 150 nm. Even
for the sharper tips there are of the order of 100, 000 Si atoms in a semisphere with radius
of 10 nm. Fortunately as it is shown in Ref. [71], events in amorphous silicon are nearly
localized, e.g. all events investigated in Ref. [71] 30 − 50 Si atoms are involved. Therefore
it is not necessary to simulate very large systems, but large enough to allow likely events
to occur during simulations and thus form structures which are realistic. In order to
investigate realistic tips, one should perform simulations with much larger clusters. This
is not feasible even with a rather fast method like tight-binding. The solution to this
problem was to use larger clusters (tens to hundreds of Si atoms) than those considered
so far but not much larger, and to fix atoms in the base of the tip in bulk positions. Si
atoms at the surface of the base have dangling bonds, these dangling bonds are saturated
by H atoms as previously done for small silicon model tips. The effect of saturation is
discussed in Ref. [68]. We have started our simulations with pyramidal shaped clusters in
which atoms in the base are terminated by H atoms. The Si atoms in the base as well as
the H atoms are kept fixed.
The arguments presented above show that the tip-apex structure strongly affects all the
processes to achieve atomic resolution in DFM experiments. The topographic images, the
dissipation signal, the force spectroscopy curves and atomic manipulation depend strongly
on the tip-apex structure. To understand in detail all these fundamental processes, a
complete and detailed investigation of realistic tip-apex structures is required i.e., studying
their stability and the optimal atomic configurations of the apexes.
In this chapter we present a detailed and systematic study of the most likely structures
that can be expected at the tip-apex of Si tips used in DFM experiments. To this aim
we performed extensive large-scale simulations, using recently developed algorithms and
techniques such as the Lenosky Si-H tight-binding (TB) scheme and the minima hopping
method (MHM). The latter is a systematic method recently developed by S. Goedecker
for finding the global minimum as well as low-lying minima of the potential energy surface
(PES) of a many body system. Previous simulations of a similar kind [72] had only limited
success because such an efficient minima search method was not available at the time.

3.1

Si-H Tight-Binding Scheme

To investigate the PES of large Si clusters, one needs to have an accurate and reasonably
fast method describing or the Si-Si, Si-H and H-H interactions. Ab initio methods are out
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of question, being computationally too demanding. Force fields for silicon are not accurate
enough for such covalently bonded systems. The wide range of systems, in which the sheer
number of atoms is such that ab initio methods are impractical, but in which the level of
accuracy required is such that empirical methods are insufficient, the tight-binding scheme
is one of the best options. It has been shown that appropriately parametrized TB schemes
are capable of accurately reproducing results obtained by first-principles calculations, at
only a fraction of the cost [82]. In summary, TB methods lie between ab initio methods
and force fields in terms of accuracy and efficiency.
Many attempts have been made to construct TB schemes for semiconductors (see review
by Wang and Ho in Ref. [83]), in particular for silicon. Among them the Lenosky Si
TB model has proved to be quite efficient and sufficiently accurate in many respects.
Since our goal was to find out possible silicon tip-apex structures, the use of a reasonably
accurate method capable of predicting genuine structures, which are verifiable a posteriori
by ab initio methods, was crucial. Fortunately this was satisfied by the Lenosky Si TB
at least in some tests on medium size silicon clusters which were first relaxed by TB
and thereafter by density functional theory. In the original paper [77], this model has
been extensively tested for small Si clusters, liquid, amorphous and bulk silicon, different
crystal phases, defects in bulk silicon (vacancy and interstitial) as well as dimers on
the Si(100) surface. It has proven successful almost in all of these tests. In addition,
this model has been recently used by Hellmann and coworkers [79, 80, 81] to investigate
medium-size clusters (Sin , n = 7, . . . , 19). Using minima hopping they found new global
minima for Sin , n = 13, 16, 19 as well as new low-lying isomers for Si13 , Si16 , Si17 , Si18 .
These new results were verified by one of the most accurate methods available, namely
Quantum Monte Carlo. All of the impressive results mentioned above show that the
Lenosky TB scheme for silicon reproduces reasonably well energy differences between
structures and does an amazingly good job in the prediction of low-energy structures.
These two characteristics are crucial for a model to be used for predicting silicon tip-apex
structures.
In TB schemes each atom is associated with a finite set of orbitals or atomic basis states,
each of which can be occupied by two electrons. A minimal (s,p) basis consisting of one s
orbital and a set of three rotationally related p orbitals for each atom, have been shown
to be reasonably accurate for silicon systems. The total energy Etot is expressed as two
terms
Etot ({ri }) = EBS ({ri }) + Erep ({ri })
occup
X
2 < ψi |HT B |ψi >
EBS =

(3.1)
(3.2)

i

Erep =

X
i>j

φ(|ri − rj |),

(3.3)

where the first term is the electronic energy obtained by summing the lowest eigenvalues
of the TB Hamiltonian, HT B , and the second term represents the repulsion of atomic
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core electrons and nuclei. Two electrons are assigned to each eigenstate to account for
spin. The off-diagonal elements of HT B are described by rotationally invariant two-center
matrix elements, Vssσ , Vspσ , Vppσ and Vppπ between the set of sp3 hybrid orbitals (assumed
orthonormal [78]). Due to the inclusion of H atoms in our systems we needed to extend
the original Lenosky TB scheme. To this aim we constructed a database consisting of
the ab initio forces and energies of several Si-H clusters, bulk silicon, a H2 molecule and
a silane dimer. The Si-H cluster database consists of 40 Si-H clusters having 10,11 or
14 Si atoms and 1 to 16 H atoms. The reference energies and forces used for the fitting
were obtained from plane wave density functional calculations using the local density
approximation (LDA) [74] and the Pedrew, Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE) [75] functional.

3.2

Search Algorithms for Low-Energy Structures

A system consisting of N atoms has 3N degrees of freedom, i.e. 3N independent coordinates (x1 , y1 , z1 , . . . , xN , yN , zN ). Stable positions in this continuous 3N dimensional
configuration space are minima of the potential energy surface (PES). In fact structural
insight can be derived from the lowest energy configurations in a system. The true PES,
which in principle can be obtained by solving the time-independent Schrödinger equation
for the many-body electronic wavefunction (eigenstates of the Hamiltonian), is practically
inaccessible to mankind at present. However, a large number of approximations, from
classical approaches to quantum ones, have been introduced during the past century. As
can be anticipated the more accurate approaches are technically more sophisticated and
computationally more expensive.
Starting at a point in configurational space in order to find a minimum of PES, one uses
minimization techniques such as steepest descent, conjugate gradient, etc. or sometimes
combinations of them. A Multidimensional PES has an enormous number of local minima
and the low-lying energy configurations are the stable ones. In particular the lowest energy
structure called global minimum corresponds to the most stable structure. Finding the
global minimum is thus of great importance in physics, chemistry, and biology. There is no
rigorous mathematical approach to find the global minimum or even to verify whether a
given minimum is the global minimum or not. The only remedy at hand to this problem is
to consider the lowest energy minimum among many previously found local minima as the
global minimum. The fundamental difficulty associated with global optimizations is the
exponential increase of the number of local minima with respect to the number of atoms
in the system. Due to this intrinsic problem finding the global minimum for mediumsized systems is already expensive and for larger systems might even be impossible with
currently available computers.
A basin is the set of all points in continuous configurational space that will relax to a
certain minimum using simple small-step downhill relaxation. If one can arrive from any
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point in a super-basin at the lowest minimum of this super-basin without crossing barriers
that are very high compared to the average difference in energy between local minima, it
is called a funnel [139]. Another difficulty in global optimizations arises in systems having
several funnels, for the reason that the majority of the methods are deficient and in some
cases incapable of finding the global minimum if the starting point is not in the funnel
containing the global minimum. There are plenty of the global optimization methods. In
this dissertation we only mention briefly the most successful ones and then discuss the
method we have used, called minima hopping method (MHM), its advantages especially
those relevant to our requirements.

3.2.1

Overview on global optimization methods

Simulated Annealing In real life, annealing is the process in which the temperature of a molten substance is slowly reduced until the material crystallizes to give
a large single crystal. It is a technique that is widely used in many areas of manufacturing, such as the production of silicon crystals for computer chips. Simulated
annealing [76] is a computational method that mimics this process in order to find
the global minimum. Initially at a given high temperature the system is allowed
to reach approximately thermal equilibrium using a molecular dynamics or Monte
Carlo simulation. At high temperatures, the system is able to sample high energy regions of configurational space and to pass over high energy barriers. As the
temperature falls, lower energy configurations become more probable in accordance
with the Boltzmann distribution. Eventually at very low temperature, the system
is expected to occupy the lowest-energy configuration. Moreover, this is true only
for systems with uncomplicated energy landscapes.

Basin Hopping Method Basin Hopping (BHM) [84, 85] is a method in which the
PES is mapped into a collection of interpenetrating staircases. This transformation
associates any point in the configurational space with the local minimum obtained
by a geometry minimization started at that point, Ẽ(X) = min{E(X)} where X
represents the 3N -dimensional vector of the nuclear coordinates and min signifies
that an energy minimization is performed starting from X. In this way transition
state regions are effectively removed from the problem. Moreover, it does not change
the global minimum, nor the relative energies of any local minima. The transformed
energy landscape Ẽ(X) is then explored using a canonical Monte Carlo simulation
at a constant temperature. At each step, all coordinates are displaced by a random
number in the range [−1, 1] times the step size, which is dynamically adjusted to
give an acceptance ratio of 0.5. Basin hopping can also be used within a simulated
annealing scheme if the only free parameter of the basin hopping method, namely
the temperature T is lowered gradually during the simulation.

Genetic algorithms Genetic algorithms [86, 87, 88, 89, 90] are a particular class of
evolutionary algorithms (also known as evolutionary computation) and are among
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the most successful global optimization methods. They were originally inspired by
Darwin’s theory of evolution, more precisely they mimic the evolution processes in
biology with inheritance and mutation from parents built into each new generation
as the key elements. The first step in the implementation of any genetic algorithm
is to generate an initial population of configurations, which is called the initial gene
pool. In the next step one selects the gene candidates to create the next generation.
The way to mix the selected genes of the two parents is called crossover, which
reflects how the genetic attributes are passed on. Another effective way of exploring
the PES in genetic algorithms is through the mutation process. In each of the three
main operations (selection, crossover, mutation) in each generation, one makes sure
that the elite configurations with the lowest energies always survive.

3.2.2

Minima hopping method

Like genetic algorithms, MHM is a non-thermodynamic-based global optimization method.
It is based on a feedback mechanism introduced by the history list of all the previously
visited minima. MHM has two parts: The first part, starting from a given minimum,
makes attempts to jump into the basin of another local minimum. And then follows a
geometry minimization to find the local minimum of that basin; The second part concerns accepting or rejecting the found minimum. It is accepted if the energy of the found
minimum Enew is less than Ecur + Edif f (Ecur is the energy of the current minimum and
Edif f > 0), otherwise the found minimum is rejected. In this way the second part introduces a preference for steps that go down in energy. This drives the simulation to
explore mainly the low-energy region of configurational space as well as temporarily the
high-energy region if needed. The parameter Edif f is adjusted dynamically during the
simulation in such a way that half of the moves are accepted and half of them are rejected.
The jumps in the first part of a MHM cycle can be performed by using random displacement or eigenvector following methods, however we have utilized Molecular Dynamics
(MD) because, as shown in Ref. [91], MD is far better than the other two options mentioned above. In all cycles of MHM, MD is started at the current local minimum with
atoms given a Boltzmann velocity distribution with random velocity directions such that
the total kinetic energy is equal to Ekin . The MD simulation is stopped as soon as the
potential energy has crossed mdmin maxima and reached the mdmin-th minimum along
the MD trajectory. If Ekin is small, one usually falls back into the current minimum and
Ekin , in the second part of the MHM, is multiplied by β1 (β1 > 1). If β1 is sufficiently big,
one will most likely be ejected from the current basin and end up in a different minimum.
Totally five parameters {β1 , β2 , β3 } and {α1 , α2 } are used to adjust Ekin and Edif f respectively. These adjustments are done dynamically during the simulation in the second part
of MHM with regard to the history list of all previously visited minima. As mentioned
before, the role of β1 is to increase Ekin whenever MD has failed to jump into another
minimum. Ekin is increased by the factor β2 (β2 > 1) whenever MD succeeds to jump
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into another minimum basin but a previously visited one. Finally when a new (unvisited)
minimum is found, Ekin is multiplied by β3 (β3 < 1). Decreasing Ekin , whenever a new
(unvisited) minimum is found, helps the simulation jump into another basin by crossing
low barriers. This is a very important feature of MHM for the reason that in this way the
Bell-Evans-Polanyi (BEP) principle [92] is satisfied in an average sense. The BEP principle states that low energy molecular dynamics trajectories are more likely to cross into
the basin of attraction of a low energy local minimum than high energy trajectories [92].
An instructive flowchart of MHM is presented in Ref. [91].

3.2.3

Why minima hopping method?

Simulated annealing, in general, is inefficient; hence it is not suitable for large systems
using a TB scheme. Two points are concerned BHM. One is the fact that BHM is based
on thermodynamic principles which nearly guarantee to find the global minimum but
can not guarantee how fast it does. We use a TB scheme for the energy and the force
evaluations and our systems are rather large so that efficiency is an ultimate concern in
our simulations. The other is that in the BHM the hopping process is performed using
random displacement and, as mentioned in Ref. [91], it is not as efficient as MD due to
the fact that the BEP principle is ignored. In principle MD could be used instead but we
are not aware of any report using MD in the BHM.
Genetic algorithms could possibly satisfy the required efficiency, but temperature does
not play any role in these algorithms. Let’s assume we crash a silicon tip into the sample
(say a silicon surface). The tip-apex structure at the instant right after the crashing is
most probably initially sharp; thereafter the system relaxes into a low energy basin of the
PES at a finite temperature namely the temperature of the surrounding material within
the experiment time scale . Using a genetic algorithm we cannot mimic this process
i.e., limiting oneself to start with a single configuration and seek accessible low energy
configurations of the PES. Genetic algorithms start with many configurations which may
locate in completely different part of the PES. Moreover, genetic algorithms imply violent
movements, e.g. in the mutation part. However, one can assume that by eliminating
mutations as well as limiting the initial gene pool, that it might be possible to develop a
genetic algorithm suitable for our purpose. But the efficiency of such a genetic algorithm
would be strongly limited by such restrictions. In fact, we wish to find the structures
not necessarily the global minimum but the lowest energy configurations accessible on
experimental time scales, especially the time interval used to probe the sample at any
given position.
In the MHM we start with a particular configuration, the temperature is dynamically
adjusted during the simulation and we can readily limit it to the experimental temperature
used for tip preparation. MHM has been extensively used for silicon clusters and LennardJones clusters and it has been shown that MHM is quite efficient. Taking into account
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all these facts, the MHM is presumably optimal for our goal.

3.3

Silicon Tip Structures

There have been many attempts to simulate SPM experiments in which a silicon tip
acts as the probe [65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 93, 94, 96, 97]. In all these simulations, small and
medium size constrained silicon clusters have been used as model tips. The structure
of the silicon model tips was derived in part intuitively from information on the ground
state of unconstrained small silicon clusters or from knowledge about reconstructed silicon
surfaces [95]. Even though using such informed guesses to construct silicon model tips
is not unreasonable, real silicon tip-apexes do not necessarily exhibit the characteristic
features of small unconstrained silicon clusters or of silicon surfaces. This has been shown
by some of our results. Indeed the main limitation of small model tips stems from the
reduced size of the nanoasperities imposed by the large computational cost of ab initio
methods. These small systems can only pretend to describe the atomic structure of the
4-6 outermost apex atoms while the other atoms are strongly affected by the imposed
boundary conditions. Therefore these systems do not provide reliable information about
further atomic layers.
The energy landscape of a system consisting of N atoms strongly depends on N ; in an
extreme example it is worth mentioning that bulk gallium melts at room temperature
(302.9 K) while some small gallium clusters remain solid up to 800K. Due to these
reasons and those discussed in Ref. [71], we consider that silicon model tips consisting of
tens to hundreds of Si atoms would be more realistic and likely mimic the characteristic
features of real silicon tip-apexes. Using the minima hopping method, we have performed
simulations on H-terminated Si clusters as model tips as well as a Si cluster on a Si
surface. Our H-terminated Si clusters consist of Si70 H50 , Si71 H50 , Si72 H50 and Si238 H118 .
We consider the first three model tips medium and the fourth one large. In all of these
medium-size tips, 47 Si atoms in the base of the model tips as well as the saturating H
atoms are fixed in bulk positions. In the apex of these model tips, 23, 24 and 25 Si atoms
respectively in systems Si70 H50 , Si71 H50 and Si72 H50 are allowed to move in the different
parts of the MHM.
The limited size of the four different model tips as well as the limitation imposed by the
frozen passivating H atoms could affect our results. To test this idea we simulated a
Si cluster on a Si surface as well. The surface was represented by a slab with periodic
boundary condition in the lateral directions. The lateral size of the surface is chosen to
be large enough to eliminate any interaction among the cluster and its images and also
to have enough uncovered atoms so that the cluster can diffuse on the surface.
Our goal was mainly to search for low-energy configurations. In some AFM experiments
such as in Ref. [99, 98] the AFM tip is annealed up to 1200 K to remove oxide layer
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covering the tip. It is very likely that after annealing the apex of the tip relaxes to the
lowest-energy configuration or to one of the configurations close in energy. We therefore
limited the temperature in the MHM to 1200 K. We found 5000, 7004 and 6441 local
minima for Si70 H50 , Si71 H50 , Si72 H50 respectively. Only the atomic positions of the lowenergy configurations were retained. Since our first model tip, Si70 H50 , had 23 unfrozen
Si atoms, this limitation could have influenced the outcome of the simulation. One way
to investigate the effect of this limitation is to consider models tips which only differ by
only one or two unfrozen atoms. The systems Si71 H50 , Si72 H50 have therefore also been
investigated.

3.3.1

Small silicon model tips

The small model tips shown in Fig. 3.1 were derived from well-known stable semiconductor
surface terminations. The H3 model tip, shown in the Fig. 3.1(a), mimics a rest-atom
of the reconstructed Si(111) and Ge(111) surfaces. The T4 model tip, shown in the
Fig. 3.1(b), is related to an adatom configuration. The dimer model tip [100] has some
similarities with dimers of the reconstructed Si(100) surface. Small tips with the H3, T4
and dimer terminations have been successfully used previously to simulate the interaction
between the tip and semiconductor surface [66, 67, 64, 65, 69]. In these studies, the
tips were made of different atoms: pure Si tips, pure Ge tips and in some cases Si tips
were contaminated with a Sn atom. But in all these cases, the H3 and T4 tips showed a
qualitatively different behavior from the dimer tip, e.g. the calculated short-range forces
upon the approach and retraction of the dimer tip and the T4 tip over an adatom of the
reconstructed Ge(111) c(2x8) surface. In the case of the T4 tip both force curves are very
similar while a clear hysteresis between the two force curves appears for the dimer tip (for
details see Ref. [67]).
H3 and T4 tips are characterized by a single outermost atom which has a dangling bond.
The dimer tip is characterized by the presence of two atoms with dangling bonds. The
main difference with the one-dangling bond tips is that the two dangling bonds interact
between themselves and with the surroundings. This interaction modifies the charge state
of the dangling bonds inducing a charge transfer that minimizes the energy. This process
is similar to that which stabilizes the tilted dimers of the Si (100) surface reconstruction.
The foremost atom in the model tip H3 is three-fold coordinated and in the T4 model
tip is four-fold coordinated. In H3 model tip, the four outermost Si atoms are allowed
to move and the rest of Si atoms, which are passivated by H atoms, as well as H atoms
are kept fixed during our simulations. In T4 model tip, the four outermost Si atoms as
well as the Si atom (passivated by one H atom) right above the apex atom are allowed to
move and the rest of Si atoms, which are passivated by H atoms, as well as H atoms are
kept fixed during our simulations. In dimer model tip, the upper 21 Si atoms which are
nearly located in bulk positions as well as H atoms are kept fixed and the rest of eight Si
atoms located at the apex are allowed to move during our simulations.
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The theoretical force-distance curves for these small tips capture basic features of the
experimental short range forces. These results also show that the interaction between
the tip and the surface depends strongly on the structure of the tip termination, e.g.
a change in the neighborhood of the outermost tip atom produces a variation of the
maximum attractive force value larger than 10%. Notice that the observed variation of
the minimum short range forces is smaller than that observed in the experiment shown
in Ref. [65].
These small model tips have been successful to explain to some properties of the short
range interaction between the tip and exposed surface atoms. However, each one is best
suited for a certain purpose, so that one should not expect to obtain reasonable results
for different properties using only a single model tip. For example, the T4 model tip
cannot resolve the rest-atoms on the reconstructed Si(111) 7 × 7 surface because when
the tip is over a rest atom, the atoms in the second layer of the tip start to interact with
the adatoms surrounding the rest-atoms. Furthermore, for such small model tips, atoms
tightly bounded to the tip base atoms lead to a large stiffness of the tip which prevents
processes such as sharpening, which could help resolving the rest-atoms. Furthermore,
the restriction arising from small tip size prevents one to reveal important processes in
atomic-scale friction or dissipation. In chapter four, using our medium-size Si model
tips obtained by the MHM, we reveal new dissipation mechanisms in the dynamic force
microscopy arising from the tip alone.
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(a)

The H3 model tip.

(b)

The T4 model tip.

(c)

The dimer model tip.

Figure 3.1: The configurations of H3, T4 and dimer model tips.
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3.3.2

Medium-size partially H-passivated Si cluster Si70 H50

To search for possible tip-apex structures of medium-size Si model tips, we started with
a tip consisting of 70 Si atoms and 50 H atoms. The model tip has an approximately
pyramidal shape and 23 Si atoms in the tip-apex were allowed to move in the different
parts of the MHM while the rest of the Si atoms together with the H atoms were fixed. The
temperature is in the molecular dynamics part of the MHM was limited to 1200 K. After
finding 5000 minima, and keeping the full geometry of the 400 lowest energy structures,
the program was stopped after two weeks because no new low energy structure was found.
In accordance to the thermodynamic point of view discussed before, we show the three
lowest energy structures of the model tip Si70 H50 in Figs. 3.2(a), 3.4(a), and 3.4(b). The
second and the third lowest structures were the only ones whose energies are less than
0.1 eV with respect to the energy of the ground state. Their energies are given in Table 3.1.
The ground state configuration of the Si70 H50 is blunt, where the second and the third
lowest ones are less blunt and quite asymmetric.

Table 3.1: The Tight-Binding energies in eV for the lowest 3 configurations of Si70 H50 . The lowest
energy is set to 0.

lowest
0.0

2nd
0.0587

3rd
0.0700
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H3
two flat dimers

(a) The lowest energy structure of Si70 H50 . (b) The lowest energy structure of Si71 H50 .
Figure 3.2: The lowest energy structures of Si70 H50 and Si71 H50

Figure 3.3: Superimposition of the lowest energy structures of Si70 H50 and Si71 H50
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(a)

The 2nd lowest energy structure of Si70 H50

(b)

The 3rd lowest energy structure of Si70 H50
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Figure 3.4: The 2nd and the 3rd lowest energy structures of Si70 H50 . They are nearly mirror symmetric.
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Medium-size partially H-passivated Si clusters Si71 H50

Similar to Si70 H50 , we initiated a MHM run on the model tip Si71 H50 starting with a
configuration which had pyramidal shape. 24 Si atoms in the tip-apex were allowed to
move in the different part of the MHM and the rest were fixed in bulk positions. In fact
one extra atom was added at the apex of the Si70 H50 model tip. As before the maximum
value for the temperature of the molecular dynamics part of the MHM was set to 1200 K.
We stopped the simulation with the same condition as that for the Si70 H50 model tip.
7004 minima were founds. Interestingly, there are nine configurations which energies lie
between 0.1 eV with respect to the lowest one. These configurations are shown in the
Figs. 3.2(b), 3.5 and 3.6. The relevant energies are presented in the Table 3.2. Unlike
Si70 H50 , the ground state of the model tip Si71 H50 is sharp. Moreover, most of the other
eight configurations are also sharp and only those shown in Figs. 3.5(b) and 3.6(b) are
nearly blunt. Thus most of the configurations among the nine ones are likely to form
multicontacts when interacting with the sample surface, although there are enough Si
atoms free to lead to a multicontact as suggested by the results for the Si70 H50 model tip.
Table 3.2: The Tight-Binding energies in eV for the lowest 9 configurations of Si71 H50 . The lowest
energy was chosen as reference energy and set to 0.

lowest
0.0

2nd
0.0052

3rd
0.0435

4th
0.0435

5th
0.0623

6th
0.0657

7th
0.0886

8th
0.0887

9th
0.0894
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H3
H3

dimer

(a)

The 2nd lowest energy structure of Si71 H50

(b)

The 3rd lowest energy structure of Si71 H50

(c)

The 4th lowest energy structure of Si71 H50

(d)

The 5th lowest energy structure of Si71 H50

Figure 3.5: The 2nd-5th lowest energy structures of Si71 H50 . The lowest one of this model tip is in
Fig. 3.2(b)
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(a)

The 6th lowest energy structure of Si71 H50

(b)

The 7th lowest energy structure of Si71 H50

H3

(c)

The 8th lowest energy structure of Si71 H50

(d)

H3

The 9th lowest energy structure of Si71 H50

Figure 3.6: The 6th-9th lowest energy structures of Si71 H50 .
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3.3.4

Medium-size partially H-passivated Si clusters Si72 H50

This model tip was treated in a similar approach as Si70 H50 and Si71 H50 . 6441 minima were found while only the six lowest energy structures have energies within 0.1 eV.
These structures are shown in Figs. 3.7a-f and the corresponding energies are given in
Table 3.3. These configurations, unlike those of Si71 H50 and similar to those of Si70 H50 ,
are nearly blunt except the 4th, 5th, and 6th which have higher energies. In all of these
six configurations most of 24 unfrozen Si atoms have three-fold coordination.
Table 3.3: The Tight-Binding energies in eV for the lowest 6 configurations of Si72 H50 . The lowest
energy was chosen as reference energy and set to 0.

lowest
0

2nd
0.0001

3rd
0.0611

4th
0.0611

5th
0.0831

6th
0.0832
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(a)

The lowest energy structure of Si72 H50 .

(b)

The 2nd lowest energy structure of Si72 H50
two dimers

(c)

The 3rd lowest energy structure of Si72 H50

(d)

The 4th lowest energy structure of Si72 H50

(e)

The 5th lowest energy structure of Si72 H50

(f)

The 6th lowest energy structure of Si72 H50

Figure 3.7: The 1st-6th lowest energy structures of Si72 H50 .
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3.3.5

Large partially H-passivated Si clusters (Si238 H118 )

In the previous sections we demonstrated structural changes due to the number of atoms
in three model tips. Those medium model tips are likely large enough to be used in
an AFM simulation. In fact this hypothesis has been justified by the results, presented
in the next chapter, in which novel mechanisms in atomic-scale dissipation have been
revealed using the low-energy structures of the Si72 H50 model tip. We also started a
global optimization of a constrained large Si-H cluster using MHM. The system consists
of 238 Si atoms and 118 H atoms totally in 9 layers. 95 Si atoms in 5 layers of the
tip-apex are allowed to move in the different parts of the MHM while the remaining 143
Si atoms together with all the H atoms are fixed in bulk positions. The frozen Si atoms
are in 4 base layers and all of them are passivated by H atoms either from bottom or
sides. We stopped the simulation after finding 14023 minima due to lack of progress in
the simulation for a long time. Similar to the medium-size model tips, we found several
low-lying energy structures within 0.1 eV. There are eight such configurations depicted
in Figs. 3.8, 3.9, and 3.10. The corresponding energies of the eight structures respect to
the lowest one are listed in Table 3.4. Most of them are sharp and the apex configuration
is similar to the small dimer model tip in Fig. 3.1(c). The Si atoms of the intermediate
layers of the ground state are almost in bulk position. The 4th lowest and 8th lowest
configurations have two counterlike dimers at the apex while 4th lowest and 7th lowest
configurations have two parallel dimers at the apex. The fifth lowest energy structure of
Si238 H118 can be considered a multicontact tip, one contact is similar to small H3 model
tip and the other is similar to small dimer model tip.
Table 3.4: The tight-binding energies in eV for the lowest 8 configurations of Si238 H118 . The lowest
energy was chosen as reference energy and set to 0.

lowest
0.0

2nd
0.00113

3rd
0.03332

4th
0.07479

5th
0.07677

6th
0.08581

7th
0.08694

8th
0.09404
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dimer

(a)

The lowest energy structure of Si238 H118 .

(b)

The 2nd lowest energy structure of Si238 H118

(c)

The 3rd lowest energy structure of Si238 H118

Figure 3.8: The 1st-3rd lowest energy structures of Si238 H118 .
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(a)

The 4th lowest energy structure of Si238 H118

(b)

The 5th lowest energy structure of Si238 H118

(c)

The 6th lowest energy structure of Si238 H118

Figure 3.9: The 4th-6th lowest energy structures of Si238 H118 .
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(a)

The 7th lowest energy structure of Si238 H118

(b)

The 8th lowest energy structure of Si238 H118

Figure 3.10: The 7th-8th lowest energy structures of Si238 H118 .
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3.3.6

A Si cluster on a reconstructed Si(001) 2 × 1 surface

The previously discussed model tips all have fixed base layers passivated by H atoms
whereas in a real tip, probably more apex atoms have the freedom to move around. To
investigate this issue, we located a sharp Si cluster with pyramidal shape on a reconstructed Si(001) 2x1 surface with tilted dimers. The system consists of 306 Si atoms
and 128 H atoms, 178 Si atoms including all atoms of the cluster and in the top two
layers of the surface are allowed to move in the different parts of the MHM. Again several
low-lying energy configurations are found. Five of such structures whose energies are less
than 0.1 eV with respect to the lowest one are depicted in Figs. 3.11, 3.12, and 3.13. An
interesting feature of these structures is that most have the same apex and differ only by
one or two flipped dimers on the surface. The only exception is the third lowest one which
has a slightly different apex, namely two parallel tilted dimers instead of two dimers tilted
in opposite directions.
Table 3.5: The tight-binding energies in eV for the lowest 5 configurations of the system consisting of a
Si cluster on a Si(001) surface, totally including 306 Si atoms and 128 H atoms. The lowest energy was
chosen as the reference energy and set to 0.

lowest
0.0

2nd
0.00182096

3rd
0.0960037

4th
0.105853

5th
0.105964
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(a)

(b)

The lowest energy structure of the cluster Si50 on Si(001).

The 2nd lowest energy structure of the cluster Si50 on Si(001).

Figure 3.11: The 1st-2nd lowest energy structures of the cluster Si50 on Si(001).
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two parallel dimers

(a)

The 3rd lowest energy structure of the cluster Si50 on Si(001).

two antiparallel dimers

(b)

The 4th lowest energy structure of the cluster Si50 on Si(001).

Figure 3.12: The 3rd-4th lowest energy structures of the cluster Si50 on Si(001).
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Figure 3.13: The 5th lowest energy structure of the cluster Si50 on Si(001).
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3.3.7

The stiffness of the investigated model tips

In this section we analyze elastic properties of the model tips investigated in the previous sections. These properties provide direct insights into the mechanical response of tip
induced by tip-sample interactions considered in the next chapter. The outermost undercoordinated tip-apex atom interacts most strongly and makes the largest contribution to
the short range interaction between the Si tip and dangling bonds on a Si surface. Therefore, one can assess the mechanical response of a model tip by analyzing the stiffness of
the model tip with respect to displacements of the outermost apex atom. To this aim, the
vertical and the lateral stiffnesses (in two orthogonal directions) were calculated for all
lowest-energy structures of the small, medium, large, and cluster on surface model tips.
Although the stiffness of a model tip associated with all displacements of the outermost
tip-apex atom is a tensor with rank two, we considered as univariable function i.e. its
diagonal elements, because we are interested mainly in the strongest mechanical response
to vertical and lateral forces.

Vertical stiffness (N/m)

70

H3
dimer

60

Si70 H50
Si71 H50
Si72 H50

50

Si238 H118
Cluster on Surface

40
30
20
Pulling regime

−0.4

−0.2

Pushing regime

0

0.2

0.4

vertical position of the tip-apex atom from equilibrium (Å)
Figure 3.14: The vertical stiffness of the investigated model tips H3, dimer, Si70 H50 , Si71 H50 , Si72 H50 ,
Si238 H118 , Si50 /Si(001).

These diagonal stiffnesses are the second derivatives of the potential energy with respect
to displacements of the foremost atom in three orthogonal directions. In practice, starting
from the relaxed structure, the outermost tip-apex atom is displaced in one direction, say
z, an energy minimization is performed, while keeping fixed the previously frozen atoms
together with the outermost tip-apex atom. In this way, the vertical stiffness is calculated
and shown in Fig. 3.14. The behavior of the small model tips is much more variable for
a given displacement. The H3 tip becomes much stiffer if the outermost tip-apex atom is
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direction II

direction II

pulled and softer if the outermost tip-apex atom pushed. The dimer model tip exhibits
the opposite trend. The T4 model tip which is shown in Fig. 3.16 is stiffer than all
the other model tips almost by a factor of 3. As expected the medium and large model
tips are softer than the small model tips and exhibit only a small variation, i.e. nearly
linear elasticity. The estimated tip-apex stiffness of real Si tips is about 1 N /m and
using continuum mechanics it is possible to show that this value change only little within
the range [−0.4, 0.4] angstrom. Despite the fact that our medium and large model tips
are still much stiffer than a real Si tip, they reasonably mimic the behavior of real Si
tips, i.e. these model tips exhibit approximately constant stiffnesses. In contrast to these
model tips, the small model tips do not behave consistently and become very stiff or very
soft. This is even more drastic for the stiffness in the lateral directions. Lateral stiffness
is ill-defined except for infinitesimal displacements. In our calculations, we displace the
foremost tip-apex atom in orthogonal x and y directions labelled I and II respectively.
The T4 model tip is softer than all the others in direction I, which varies only slightly.
But its stiffness in direction II varies drastically. H3 is similar in the sense that it is soft
but stable in one lateral direction and very nonlinear in the other direction. Among the
small model tips only the dimer one behaves normally but in the lateral directions. In
summary, none of the small model tips are likely to adequately represent realistic tips.
On the other hand, almost all of our presented model tips have similar behavior and are
suitable for more realistic AFM simulations.

direction I

(a)

Top view of the H3 model tip.

direction I

(b)

Top view of the T4 model tip.

Figure 3.15: The H3 and T4 model tips are illustrated in top view and directions I and II are identified.
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vertical position of the tip-apex atom from equilibrium (Å)
Figure 3.16: The vertical stiffness of the model tip T 4.
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Figure 3.17: The lateral stiffness I of the model tips H3, T 4, dimer, Si70 H50 , Si71 H50 , Si72 H50 ,
Si238 H118 , Si50 /Si(001).
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lateral stiffness (N/m) II
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Figure 3.18: The lateral stiffness II of the model tips H3, T 4, dimer, Si70 H50 , Si71 H50 , Si72 H50 ,
Si238 H118 , Si50 /Si(001).

3.3.8

Discussion

The structural features of the medium-sized silicon model tips are different for Si70 H50 ,
Si71 H50 and Si72 H50 . The lowest energy configuration of the Si70 H50 is rather blunt, that
of Si71 H50 sharp, that is one atom protrudes more, and, that of Si72 H50 is also fairly blunt.
Nevertheless, there are many configurations with a sharp apex among the metastable
configurations of Si70 H50 and Si72 H50 . However, there are very few apex structures
with T4-like configurations. From the thermodynamical point of view, the lowest energy
configuration is important at low temperatures. On the other hand, at room temperature
TR other low-energy configurations are partially occupied according to the Boltzmann
distribution exp(−E/KB T ), provided the system is ergodic. At RT, KB TR ≈ 0.025eV
≈ 1mHa, therefore, a configuration with an energy around 0.1 eV≈ 4KB TR higher than
the lowest one would on average be occupied during 0.02 fraction of the time compared to
the lowest one. A recent MHM investigation on small and medium size silicon clusters by
Hellmann and coworkers in Refs. [79, 80, 81] revealed the existence of low-energy isomers
which are energetically very close to the ground state. Their results were obtained by
density functional theory calculations, also partially supported by Quantum Monte Carlo
(QMC) calculations. As a consequence, entropy effects can play an important role in
defining the alternative stable structures taking into account that at room temperature
the most stable structure has lowest free energy, rather than the lowest internal energy.
Unfortunately, our realistic model tips are larger than clusters which nevertheless can at
present be simulated by DFT or QMC. These highly reliable calculations on all of the
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Si model tips lead to qualitatively similar results, i.e. for all of the model tips Si70 H50 ,
Si71 H50 , Si72 H50 , Si238 H118 and Si50 on the reconstructed Si(001) surface there are always
several low-lying energy structures. This can not be an artifact of the approximate tightbinding scheme, but is rather a general property of such frustrated covalently-bonded
systems. The lowest energy structures of the model tips obtained by MHM are softer
than the small model tips namely H3, T4 and dimer, which were used previously in the
simulations of NCAFM. On average our model tips are softer by a factor of two. Moreover,
our model tips are not as soft as real Si tips. On the other hand, all of our model tips
show consistent values and small variations of the stiffness in contrast to the small model
tips. By using a more realistic model tip such as the model tips presented in this chapter,
one has a better chance to obtain novel results, e.g. we could reveal a new mechanism of
the energy dissipation occuring in NCAFM experiments at room temperature which use
a Si tip as the probe. These results are discussed in detail in the next chapter. In fact
such hitherto unknown processes are relevant to friction, dissipation, etc. on the atomicscale which are currently of high interest. For instance, dissipation of force hysteresis
is discussed in detail in the literature but has mainly attributed to surface processes.
However our results indicate that the tip can mainly be responsible for such processes in
an AFM experiment. This is also discussed in detail in the next chapter.
Due to the routinely obtained atomic-scale resolution in noncontact atomic force microscopy experiments it is widely accepted that one atom at the tip-apex should protrude,
this is in fact true in most of the low energy structures obtained by MHM. The other
blunter apex structures can dynamically become sharp. However, in the third chapter of
this dissertation attention is focussed on dissipation arising from the sharp structures.

3.3.9

Conclusion

In summary, we have provided a more realistic atomistic description of silicon tip apexes
used in the AFM experiments with atomic resolution. We performed calculations of
several model systems using several methodologies to make a systematic investigation of
possible tip apexes. The results show that there are several types of atomically sharp
terminations - the T4, H3 or dimer structures introduced in previous studies [66, 68, 67,
64, 65]. Furthermore, our results show that configuration of the tip last atomic layers
could be both amorphous or crystalline.

Chapter 4
Ubiquitous Mechanisms of Energy
Dissipation in Noncontact Atomic
Force Microscopy
4.1

Introduction

In most dynamic force microscopy experiments, a microfabricated high-Q silicon cantilever
is driven in ultrahigh vacuum at its fundamental flexural resonance. Using the frequencymodulation operation mode (FM-AFM), atomic resolution in the attractive force range
has been routinely achieved on a variety of surfaces [132, 101, 102, 103]. In this mode,
during imaging, the cantilever is usually kept oscillating with a constant amplitude at
the resonance frequency of the cantilever. The resonance frequency is shifted by the tipsample interaction, which is a function of the distance between the tip and the sample.
The tip apex thus senses interaction with surface atoms at its turning point near the
sample. The force on the tip can be determined from the frequency shift, and thus
provides insight into short-range interactions at different sites and thus into mechanisms
producing atomic-scale contrast.
Experimental observations reveal genuine interaction-induced energy dissipation of the
order of 0.1 to a few eV per cycle [104, 105, 124, 127]. Two apparently distinct dissipation
mechanisms of mechanical origin have been proposed [107]. Energy dissipation in AFM
experiments has mainly been attributed to atomic jumps between the tip and the surface
or to instabilities in the upper surface layers. The stochastic damping mechanism relates
dissipation to the Brownian motion of atoms [108].
Values in the experimental range are, however, predicted by the former atomic adhesion
hysteresis mechanism [135, 109] which postulates that an atom hopping back and forth
between tip and sample leads to a force difference between approach and retraction in
59
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of the cantilever oscillating next to a sample.

each oscillation cycle. The area enclosed by the resulting hysteresis loop yields the energy dissipated per cycle. With typically used cantilever oscillation amplitudes of a few
nanometers, the two different forces cannot be extracted because the measured frequency
shift only senses the average tip-sample interaction in the two states. Actually,the transition between the stochastic damping and hysteresis regimes can be somewhat smeared
by thermal fluctuations, as demonstrated in simulations [73, 110, 129]. In a different
approach [105], using a sub-Å amplitude at a constant frequencies well below the first
flexural resonance, in this mode the AFM response is linear. This makes possible direct
quantitative measurements of the force gradient possible but this advantage is offset by
the considerably higher sensitivity of FM-AFM on resonance.
Based on a Langevin equation approach, a scheme refered to as noncontact dissipation
force microscopy (NC-DFM) was proposed in Ref. [108] which can be used for producing
surface images in UHV. This model is elaborated and the importance of a consistent nonequilibrium consideration is stressed in Ref. [109]. At largest separations the potential is
found to be conservative, as might be expected, but at smaller separations the interaction
can become hysteretic [104, 105, 127, 106]. Atomic scale constrast dissipation images has
in fact been obtained at low and room temperature [106]. Using molecular dynamics with
Langevin boundary condition [112], it was shown that the stochastic energy dissipation
in noncontact atomic force microscopy is several orders of magnitude smaller than the
measured energy dissipation and therefore does not contribute to atomic scale contrast.
Some calculations Refs. [113, 110, 129] demonstrate the existence of a link between
dissipation hysteresis and the existence of a soft vibrational mode on the surface either
introduced or induced by the presence of the tip.
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In Ref. [126] R. Hoffmann and coworkers have shown that jumps in the frequency shift
correlated with a rise in energy dissipation below a site-dependent distance can be traced
back to rare hopping events close to the apex of the SFM tip. They have proposed that
a KBr molecule executing specific hops near the corner of a small KBr cluster picked
from the sample might explain the low energy barrier and distance-dependent asymmetry
underlying such phenomena of the double well potential.
In summary, studies published so far have considered mainly two different mechanisms
of energy dissipation. Various authors have predicted velocity dependent dissipation [115,
116, 117, 118, 119, 108, 120, 121]. Viscous damping [115, 117, 118, 119], stochastic friction
[108, 120], or van der Waals friction [121] are the assumed physical origins of this type
of dissipation. Another idea is that dissipation is due to hysteresis effects caused by
different tip-sample forces during approach and retraction even in case of zero velocity
[115, 118, 119, 135, 129]. Such a hysteresis might be caused by adhesion between tip and
sample or by other bistabilities in the tip-sample contact [135, 129, 122, 123]. In fact
a thorough dynamic force spectroscopy investigation of the energy dissipation [114] on
graphite (0001) using Si tips in vacuum in the attractive and repulsive regime showed
that the energy dissipation is not velocity dependent and must therefore be caused by
hysteresis.
Existing models cannot, however, explain the following facts: First, energy dissipation has
been observed in many NCAFM experiments with atomic resolution on different samples.
Second, dissipation images often exhibit sudden contrast changes while simultaneously
recorded topography images are much less affected. Thus dissipation in NCAFM sensitively depends on the ”tip state” in an hitherto poorly understood fashion [127]. Our
work explains these ubiquitous features and thus contributes to the general understanding
of tip-induced dissipation processes in atomic-scale scanning probe investigations.

4.2

Investigating Energy Dissipation in NCAFM Using More Realistic Model Tips

Having obtained and characterized more realistic model tips in chapter three, we used
the tip structures presented in section 3.3.4 in atomistic simulations which revealed novel
dissipation mechanisms in non-contact atomic force microscopy. The potential energy surfaces of realistic silicon tips exhibit many energetically close local minima that correspond
to different structures. Most of them easily deform, thus causing dissipation arising from
hysteresis in force vs. distance characteristics. Furthermore, saddle points which connect
local minima can suddenly switch to connect different minima. Configurations driven
into metastability by the tip motion can thus suddenly access lower energy structures
when thermal activation becomes allowed within the time required to detect the resulting
average dissipation.
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Atomic resolution of surface features is achieved if the sharp tip at the cantilever end comes
within the range of short-range chemical and/or steric interactions with the sample. The
total tip-sample interaction causes a frequency shift ∆f which can be kept constant in
order to record a topographic image. The average energy ∆E dissipated per cycle arising from nonadiabatic relaxation processes induced by time-dependent tip-sample forces
can be simultaneously measured [124] . The net work done per cycle by the cantilever
oscillating perpendicular to the surface is given by
I
W = − F (z)dz,
(4.1)
where the integral is taken over one oscillation, z = z ′ − h (z ′ and h are specified in
the Fig. 4.1) is the vertical distance between the outermost atoms of the tip and the
surface, ignoring relaxation effects, while F (z) is the z-component of the force acting on
the tip, including those effects. This is reasonable because z tracks the motion of the
cantilever end, while changes in F (z) are typically transmitted within ∼ 1 ns through
the tip. Possible dissipation mechanisms have been reviewed [127]; typical values of
∆E ∼ 0.1 − 1 eV per cycle have been observed under stable imaging conditions. They
can be attributed to one or a few sample atoms rapidly jumping back and forth upon tip
approach and retraction below a site-dependent critical distance zc . At zero temperature,
a jump ∆Vi < 0 occurs in the potential energy V (z) of the tip-sample system whenever
the system rearranges. The current potential minimum then disappears together with the
energy barrier (a saddle point in configuration space) separating it from another lower
minimum.
P Because F (z) = −∂V /∂z between successive jumps, Eq. (4.1) implies that
W = − i ∆Vi . The energy released at each jump i excites vibrations which eventually
decay, i.e. energy is dissipated. Energy conservation implies ∆E = W on average.
Typical vibrational relaxation times being less than 1 ns, jumps can be considered as
instantaneous. They lead to a hysteretic force F (z) in each cycle and, at zero bath
temperature, to a step in ∆f and to a stepwise increase of ∆E at zc [135]. At finite
temperature, such jumps can be thermally activated before the relevant barrier disappears,
i. e. slightly above zc . The hysteresis is thereby reduced, and the steps in ∆f and ∆E
are smeared on average [129]. The finite response times of the measurement electronics
lead to similar effects [136].
Recent atomistic simulations have focused on jumps of sample atoms induced by the tip
on (001) cleavage planes of ionic crystals [136, 137, 141] or on reconstructed Si and Ge
surfaces [131, 128, 67, 69]. However these simulations assumed rather small MgO or Si
clusters as model tips. Energy dissipation then arises from instabilities in the positions of
sample atoms subjected to short-range interactions. Such scenarios require a particular
combination of tip and sample properties and therefore cannot explain dissipation in
general. In the following we show that relaxation and rearrangements within more realistic
silicon tips can also lead to hysteresis, hence additional dissipation. This mechanism is
active on almost any sample. In order to study these effects, we selected more than
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Figure 4.2: Potential energy vs. unrelaxed tip-sample distance z for two subsequent approaches and
retractions. The first retraction and the second cycle curves are slightly shifted to the left (by steps of
0.02 Å) and upwards (by steps of 0.015 eV) to clarify the figure.

thirty low-energy configurations, out of several thousand structures of model Si72 H50 tips
generated by the minima hopping algorithm [91], for a more detailed study. Then we
computed their total energies V (z) in a few quasi-static approach-retraction cycles of
the tip down to z = 3.1 Å above the up atom of a tilted dimer on the pre-relaxed p(2
x 1) reconstructed (001) surface of a slab with all Si atoms fixed. Twenty five silicon
atoms near the tip apex were allowed to relax, whereas atoms in the base of the tip
were kept fixed. This allows comparison with simulations of the same system, which
assumed a small Si10 H15 tip but allowed relaxation of surface layers [131, 128]. Our
computations were performed with a tight-binding model, encompassing the Lenosky
tight-binding parameters for Si [77], together with additional parameters fitted using a
similar methodology to accurately model Si-H and H-H interactions relevant for hydrogen
terminated surfaces and clusters.
In practice a sharp reactive silicon tip obtained, e.g. by sputtering off the native oxide,
exposes many atoms that cannot be in the preferred fourfold coordination environment.
A large number of distorted structures have very similar energies. Six tip structures
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with energies within an interval of 0.1 eV, are displayed in Fig. 3.7. In the case of free
SiN clusters (N ≥ 13), similar small energy differences have also been found in density
functional or even more accurate Quantum Monte Carlo calculations [80, 81]. This is
thus certainly not an artifact of the tight-binding scheme, but a general property of such
frustrated covalently-bonded systems.
Our model tips have a fixed crystalline base which enforces a pyramidal shape. However,
several threefold coordinated atoms with dangling bonds, themselves bonded to threefold or fourfold coordinated atoms with strained bonds and bond angles invariably occur
around the apex. Tips with one protruding atom facing an up dimer atom produce V (z)
curves with one downward jump upon approach and retraction, respectively, without
transfer of atoms in the investigated range. However, as shown in Fig. 4.2, the initial
cycle is sometimes different from subsequent ones. This implies a dynamical stabilization of certain tip configurations. In most runs, this stabilization is established from the
start. An example is shown in Fig. 4.3. Corresponding values of ∆E ranged between 0
and about 0.5 eV per cycle. By contrast, in a previous study a unique F (z) was found
with a small adatom-terminated Si tip above an up dimer atom on the c(4 x 2) Si(001)
surface, whereas a hysteretic F (z) leading to ∆E = 0.3 eV was found above a down
dimer atom [131, 128]. In those studies the main contribution to ∆E was attributed to
dimer flipping on the surface, while it is solely due to tip deformation in our case. A
semiquantitative comparison between both studies appears justified. Indeed, both the
dimer flip in Ref. [131, 128] and the tip deformation in our case are triggered by bond
formation between the outermost tip atom and the nearest surface atom. The maximum
attractive force was −2.75 nN at z = 3.2 Å in the former computation [131], compared
to −3.4 ± 0.2 nN at 3.3 ± 0.1 Å achieved on the nearly linear V (z) branch which appears
at short distances in our stabilized cycles.
By analogy with the behavior of a soft cantilever subject to adhesive forces, the observed
jumps (which occur whenever the force gradient exceeds the stiffness of the tip) are larger
if the tip is softer. The large spread in tip stiffness, hence in ∆E, arises because of the
above-mentioned differences in the coordination of back-bonded atoms and of the resulting
strains in the amorphous-like apex structure. We surmise that if surface dimer relaxation
were allowed, ∆E would still be dominated by tip deformation, at least for the softest tip
structures.
Let us next discuss effects due to a finite temperature T . As already pointed out and
discussed in detail for sample atoms displaced by the tip [69, 129, 128, 136, 137, 141,
131, 67], thermal activation over energy barriers which vanish at the end points of V (z)
branches like those in Figs. 4.2 and 4.3 allow highly non-equilibrium populations of those
branches to relax into populations that are closer to thermal equilibrium. The importance
of such effects can be assessed by comparing the mean residence times in local energy
minima with time scales relevant in NCAFM experiments [127, 136, 141, 133]. Transition
state theory [138] predicts a mean jump rate out of a local energy minimum of
ν = ν0 exp(−Ea /(kB T )),

(4.2)
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Figure 4.3: Representative V (z) variation for a stable set of tip structures. Inset: structures corresponding to the two configurations near the crossing. (red: approaches, green: retractions, blue: coinciding
segments)

where Ea is the energy barrier to be surmounted and the attempt frequency ν0 is roughly
1013 Hz. The following estimates refer to room temperature (RT), but can be scaled
if desired using Eq. (4.2). One relevant scale is determined by the time during which
the tip can strongly interact with a surface atom. Our simulations, as well as previous
ones, show that this occurs within a range d ∼ 1 Å around the turning point of the
tip. For a typical oscillation
amplitude A ∼ 100 Å at a frequency f ∼ 100 kHz, the
p
”interaction time” is (d/A)/f ∼ 10−6 s. Within this time barriers of up to 0.41 eV
can be surmounted. The corresponding threshold would be 0.45 eV if a whole oscillation
period were considered. Another relevant scale is the response time of the amplitude
controller over which dissipation is effectively sampled (at least ∼ 10−3 s). Within this
interval 0.58 eV barrier could be surmounted, leading to a hysteresis loop in one out of
100 cycles and a 100 times lower average dissipation. To reduce noise, measurements are
made at closely spaced positions over an averaging time tav of up to 0.1 s; dissipation
arising from jumps over barriers less than 0.70 eV could then be measured. On the other
hand, individual jumps over higher barriers would be detectable in real time, either as
telegraph-like noise [126] or as sudden changes in image contrast [136, 141, 69]. Hereafter,
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attention is focused on situations where only continuous dissipation is measured.
Barriers to flip a single dimer were estimated to be 0.12 and 0.20 eV for the p(2 x 1)
and c(4 x 2) reconstructions of the Si(001) surface, respectively [128], and similar barrier
heights are expected for the dimer-like configurations at the surfaces of our tip structures.
Deeper inside the tip, barriers existing for amorphous silicon may be more appropriate.
Starting from well-relaxed configurations of that material, an extensive search yielded a
2.4 eV wide distribution of the lowest barriers with a maximum around 3 eV extending
down to zero [71]. Judging from Fig. 2 and estimates in that work, roughly one energy
barrier below 0.5 eV per relaxed atom is expected.
Owing to interaction with the surface, the energies of all tip structures vary as a function of z (see Fig. 4.2), hence time. Moreover, energy differences between different tip
configurations also change and the corresponding V (z) curves can even cross. The lowest energy barriers connecting those configurations also vary. Using an ”improved dimer
method” [125], we initiated searches for the lowest barriers connecting a few of our lowenergy tip structures to other structures as a function of decreasing z. In the process we
found many barriers, several ones between 0.4 and 0.7 eV, for distances somewhat larger
than zc . Thus activated transitions between different tip structures can occur at RT even
before the V (z) branch corresponding to bond formation is reached. Moreover, during
the tip motion, the same saddle point can suddenly connect one of the two connected
minima to a different one or even connect a new pair of local minima. Such a switching
of the connectivity can occur if the energy landscape of a complex system [139] is qualitatively changed by an applied bias, e.g. the tip-sample interaction in our case. Changes
in connectivity thus happen at distances where the tip-sample interaction is weaker than
that needed for a minimum to disappear.
If all barriers were significantly smaller than 0.4 eV, configurations corresponding to different local minima would be maintained in thermal equilibrium by frequent jumps during
each cycle, and negligible dissipation would occur. By analogy with reacting chemical
species (see, for instance, [140], it would then be sufficient to replace V (z) by the free
energy, i.e. a sum over stable tip structures weighted by Boltzmann population factors
times local vibrational free energies. If weights < 0.01 are considered negligible, only
structures with energies differing by less than 0.12 eV need be considered. If all saddle
points connecting those local minima were higher than 0.7 eV, then their populations
would essentially be frozen over tav , and dissipation would again be negligible.
Dissipation occurs if some of the barriers lie between 0.4 and 0.7 eV. We then consider
groups of local minima instead of individual minima. The minima within each group
remain in local equilibrium if they are connected by barriers much less than 0.4 eV.
The motion of the tip continuously changes the free energy of each group and drives
certain groups into metastability if they are surrounded by high barriers. Dissipation
occurs whenever such a group can suddenly relax into other lower free energy groups.
Such an event becomes probable if under a certain tip-sample distance either a barrier
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connecting two groups continuously drops below 0.7 eV or if a new lower barrier suddenly
appears due to a connectivity change. Our simulations suggest that the latter mechanism
is statistically more frequent. Saddle points and their connectivity are more sensitive to
the tip-sample interaction than local minima.
We expect that groups of tip configurations which are in thermal equilibrium will also
stabilize dynamically at finite temperature for distances of closest approach below or
near zc . In contrast to the T = 0 case, the tip structure will switch between different
configurations during tav . There is no well defined tip structure, as was assumed in
previous work. At T = 0, ∆E was found to vary between 0 and 0.5 eV, depending on
which tip structure is stabilized dynamically. At finite temperature, those variations will
tend to average out over the sampled cycles. Taking a simple average over computed
stabilized cycles like in Fig. 4.3, a rough estimate ∆E ≈ 0.27 eV is obtained.

4.3

Conclusion

In summary, non-equilibrium processes within silicon tips used in near-contact AFM are
expected to dominate energy dissipation induced by short-range interactions with the
sample. The softness of the frustrated apex structures facilitates hysteretic atomic rearrangements of tip atoms; this results in dissipation. Thermally activated jumps between
temporarily equilibrated groups of tip configurations cause an intermittent redistribution
of their populations and sudden energy losses which are, however, averaged over the time
required to detect the dissipation. Stable, though somewhat noisy atomically-resolved images of topography and dissipation can then be simultaneously recorded in a limited range
of temperature and distance z, as noticed in the case of diffusing surface species [137, 141].
The phenomena discussed occur if short-range interactions are sufficiently strong to locally modify the potential energy landscape of the tip-sample system and will in general
be sample-specific as well.

Chapter 5
Conclusions and Outlook
In the work reported in this thesis we mainly focused on two issues which are of importance to simulations of atomic force microscopy. First, the development of methods which
have proven to be crucial tools performing the appropriate atomistic simulations. Second:
the recognition of fundamental features of experimental importance in atomic force microscopy based on atomistic simulations. In the following, we summarize the developed
methods and acquired results.
In chapter two, the P 3 S and the P 3 D methods are introduced and discussed in detail
including test results which validate our implementation of both methods. The P 3 S
method calculates the Coulomb interaction for three dimensional free boundary conditions. In contrast to most available methods, it intrinsically preserves the free boundary
condition. It also scales O(N log N ) N being the number of particles, with a small prefactor. Furthermore, energy, in contrast so some other methods, is accurately conserved
due to the fact that the approximate forces are exact analytical derivatives of the approximate energy. The use of wavelet theory to calculate the long-range part of the energy
corresponding to the electrostatic energy of a collection of smooth Gaussian charge distributions is a novel approach which is elaborated in the P 3 S method. This method is an
excellent technique which can be used in simulations of large ionic clusters (N > 1000),
e.g. to investigate possible structures of an ionic nanotip.
The P 3 D method is also introduced and discussed in detail in chapter two. As a matter
of fact it does a remarkable job in calculations of the Coulomb interaction with surface
boundary conditions. Its main new feature is that it uses a mixture of two basis sets, plane
waves and finite elements, parallel and perpendicular to the surface, respectively. This
technique is ideally suitable for surface problems and can be used in many simulations
of systems with slablike geometry whenever the Coulomb interaction is involved. This
technique is not suitable for other type of boundary conditions, but is superior to other
existing methods to calculate the Coulomb interaction with surface boundary condition.
It scales linearly with respect to the number of particles, and also preserves this boundary
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conditions intrinsically. Furthermore, the error is distributed uniformly throughout the
simulation box. In addition, molecular dynamics simulation on a sodium chloride system
over a relatively long time (8 nanoseconds) shows that the energy is conserved. An
interesting aspect of this method is that it is not based on a sophisticated theory, one
only needs to be familiar with finite element methods and fast Fourier transforms, which
can be found in many textbooks.
In chapter three, we mentioned the Si-H tight-binding scheme developed by us which is a
generalization of the Lenosky Si tight-binding scheme in order to include the Si-H and HH interactions. It was then used in a systematic search of possible Si tip-apex structures.
Several different partially constrained H-passivated Si clusters of different sizes as well as a
cluster on a silicon surface were investigated by the minima hopping method (a systematic
global optimization method which searches for the low lying energy structures with the
goal of finding the global minimum). Our results for both medium and large model tips
show that for each one there are several structures which only slightly differ in energy
with respect to the lowest one, such that from the thermodynamical point of view they
can be significantly occupied at room temperature. A similar behavior is observed for
the cluster on the Si surface with the difference that the low energy structures for this
model tip differ from each other at the surface while for the other investigated model tips
the tip-apex structures of the low energy configurations differ drastically in most cases.
Model tips, both blunt and sharp structures have been obtained among the low energy
structures. These results indicate that assuming a single structure to be the candidate
tip-apex structure is not acceptable. As a consequence, one should consider an average,
with proper weights (not necessarily Boltzmann factors) which correspond to the nearequilibrium behavior of the tip dynamics, of the structures which can be occupied in the
experimental measurement time scale. In the last section of chapter three, the vertical
and lateral stiffnesses of all the model tips (including ours and smaller ones considered
earlier by others), as the tip-apex atom (the foremost atom) is pulled or pushed, were
calculated. From experiments one knows that Si tip-apex can be quite, that even our
model tips can not reproduce such softness. However, this fact is less important than
the interesting feature of our model tips the nearly constant stiffness. In contrast to the
smaller model tips which exhibit quite nonlinear anisotropic and asymmetric stiffnesses
for apex displacements of ±0.4 Å.
In chapter 4, inspired by low lying energy structures which are a consequence of the
intricate energy landscape of frustrated Si systems, we believed that the energy dissipation
occuring in almost all atomic force microscopy experiments must arise from the tip as well
as from the surface. This fact has not been seriously taken so far. In our investigation, we
mainly paid attention to atomic instabilities within the tip itself as an additional source
of the energy dissipation in the dynamic atomic force microscopy. We made a valid point
that the actual tip may be very far from being simply ripped off the crystalline sample as
it is usually implied in actual simulations. Instead, there could be a possible large number
of tip structures all with very similar energies and a wide spectrum of barriers separating
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them. Another interesting result is that the tip structure may require some number of
oscillation cycles to become stable. Furthermore, during tip approach or retraction, the
tip structure may change as well, even a small variation of the interaction with the surface
may cause a change of “connectivity” between energy minima, so that the energy barriers
(in fact, the whole energy landscape) could switch depending on the tip position above
the surface. Finally, the complex issue of temperature dependence is discussed in the
context of complicated energy landscapes. We expect that our original work on energy
dissipation will stimulate a series of studies aimed at a better understanding of the role
played by tip itself in dissipation images recorded during the atomic force microscopy.

Appendix A
The Details of the System of Linear
Equations for the P 3D Method.
We consider a uniform grid on the interval [zl , zu ] with N + 1 nodes {z0 , z1 , . . . , zN } where
z0 = zl and zN = zu . The interval is thus divided into N equally spaced subintervals(elements). The functions d(z) and c(z) are replaced by the approximate functions
D(z) and C(z) which are expanded in the basis of Eqs. (2.31) on each subinterval. We
use the Galerkin approach in which the same basis is used for the expansion of both D(z)
and C(z). Our basis consists of the hat function φv (z) centered at the nodes

 (zj+1 − z)/h, z ∈ [zj , zj+1 )
v
(z − zj−1 )/h, z ∈ [zj−1 , zj )
φj (z) =

0
otherwise

(A.1)
(A.2)

and of the hierarchical polynomials[58] φm (z)
φm
j,i (z)

=

½

Ni (2
0

z−zj
h

+ 1), z ∈ [zj−1 , zj ]
otherwise

(A.3)

which are localized within the individual elements. Ni are given in canonical coordinates
in Eqs. (2.31). Finally C(z) and D(z) within the element [zj−1 , zj ] are:
C(z) =

cj−1 φvj−1 (z)

+

cj φvj (z)

+

p
X

cj.i φm
j,i (z)

(A.4a)

i=2
p

D(z) = dj−1 φvj−1 (z) + dj φvj (z) +

X
i=2
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dj,i φm
j,i (z)

(A.4b)
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Because φm
j,i (z) vanishes at all nodes cj = C(zj ). Substituting the approximate functions
from Eq.(A.4a) and Eq.(A.4b) into equation (2.36) gives
N
X
j=1

[Aj (D, C) − (D, η)j ] = gd0 c0 + gdN cN

(A.5)

Aj (D, C) = ASj (D, C) + AM
j (D, C)

(A.6)

We split Aj (D, C) as

where
ASj (D, C)

:= −

Z

zj

D′ (z)C ′ (z)dz

z
Z j−1
zj

g 2 D(z)C(z)dz
AM
j (D, C) := −
z
Z zj j−1
D(z)η(z)dz
(D, η)j :=

(A.7)
(A.8)
(A.9)

zj−1

C(z) within an element is:
~ T (z)~cj
C(z) = φ
j

z ∈ [zj−1 , zj ]

(A.10)

~ j (z) are vectors with p + 1 elements:
where ~cj and φ
~cj := [cj−1 , cj , cj,2 , . . . , cj,p ]T
~ j (z) :=
φ

(A.11)

m
T
[φvj−1 (z), φvj (z), φm
j,2 (z), . . . , φj,p (z)]

(A.12)

ASj (D, C) = d~Tj Kj~cj
AM (D, C) = d~T Mj~cj

(A.13)

Then

j

j

(A.14)

where
Kj := −
Mj := −

Z

zi

z
Z i−1
zi

~T
~ j dφ
dφ
j
dz dz

(A.15)

~j φ
~T
g2φ
j

(A.16)

zi−1

By analogy with continuum elasticity theory, the (p + 1) × (p + 1) matrix Kj is called
the element stiffness matrix and the (p + 1) × (p + 1) matrix Mj is called the element
mass matrix. Although the element index j is present in the definition of Kj and Mj , in
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our case of uniform
grid spacing
matrices do not depend on j. By performing the
PN
PN these
M
S
summation j=1 Aj and j=1 Aj , we build up the global mass matrix and the global
stiffness matrix. We arrange the order of elements of these matrices as:
·
¸
~cL
(A.17)
~c :=
~cQ
~cL := [c0 , c1 , . . . , cN ]T
~cQ := [c1,2 , . . . , c1,p , . . . , cN,2 , . . . , cN,p ]T
·

K =

KL 0
0 KQ

·

M =

¸

ML MLQ
T
MLQ
MQ

(A.18)
(A.19)

(A.20)
¸

(A.21)

The second term of the summand in Eq.(A.5) is calculated approximately because only
the values of η(z) on the nodes are available:
(D, η)j = d~Tj I~j
where
I~j :=

Z

zj

~ j (z)η(z)dz
φ

(A.22)

(A.23)

zj−1

Interpolating integration is appropriate to calculate the above integral by fitting a polynomial of degree d ≥ 2p to the nodes of element [zj−1 , zj ] and its neighboring nodes:
(I~j )i =

p−1
X

wki ηj+k

(A.24)

k=−p

Recall that our charge density is localized within the interval [zl , zu ] and it smoothly tends
to zero at the edges. Therefore it is appropriate to zero pad the ends of the η(z). The
coefficients wki are weights from high-order interpolation. Building up the global matrices
yields:
(D, η) = d~T I~
(A.25)
where the elements of the vector d~ are coefficients of expansion of test function D(z) as
denoted in Eq. (A.4a) and the order of elements of I~ is the same as in Eq. (A.17),
I~ :=

·

I~L
I~Q

¸

I~L := [I0 , I1 , . . . , IN ]T
I~Q := [I1,2 , . . . , I1,p , . . . , IN,2 , . . . , IN,p ]T

(A.26)
(A.27)
(A.28)
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Finally by adding the right-hand-side of Eq.(A.5) to the global matrices yields:
·

PL MLQ
T
MLQ
PQ

¸·

~cL
~cQ

¸

=

·

I~L
I~Q

¸

(A.29)

where MLQ is a sparse (N + 1) × N (p − 1) matrix,
PQ := KQ + MQ

(A.30)

is a N (p − 1) × N (p − 1) block-diagonal matrix,
PL := KL + ML − ge0 eT0 − geN eTN

(A.31)

is a tridiagonal (N + 1) × (N + 1) matrix, and
e0 := [1, 0, . . . , 0]T
eN := [0, . . . , 0, 1]T

(A.32)
(A.33)

Multiplying the matrix in Eq.(A.29) and eliminating ~cQ in the system of linear equations
yields:
£
¤
T
PL − MLQ PQ−1 MLQ
(A.34)
~cL = I~L − MLQ PQ−1 I~Q
Finally we obtain our system of linear equations:
B~cL = ~b

(A.35)

where the matrix B and the vector ~b are
T
B := PL − MLQ PQ−1 MLQ
~b := I~L − MLQ P −1 I~Q
Q

(A.36)
(A.37)

It turns out that in the general case the matrix B is symmetric tridiagonal of dimension
(N + 1) × (N + 1). The proof for the tridiagonality of matrix B can be found in the
context of block cyclic reduction[61]. Note that elements of the vector ~cL are the values
of C(z) at the grid points. Therefore by solving a system of linear equations, which has
a tridiagonal matrix, we can find the values of C(z) at the grid points. Instead of using
finite element method, we could have used finite differences to solve Eq. (2.22). Although
calculating the right-hand-side ~b is computationally more expensive in our approach than
in the finite difference method, the whole process of solving the system of linear equations
is less expensive because the factorization of the tridiagonal matrix can be done fast.
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